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Preface

The agricultural sector is essential for job creation, 

food production and overall economic growth in 

many developing countries. Africa’s agricultural poten-

tial is largely untapped, however, with value chains of-

ten unproductive and uncompetitive. Th is is due to a 

number of environmental, economic, and social factors. 

One of the key challenges is lack of fi nance to fund the 

growth of African agriculture. 

It is against this backdrop that African governments, 

commercial fi nancial institutions and the international 

community have reinforced their eff orts to close this 

gap, also spurred on by the recent global food and fi -

nancial crisis. Initiated by German development coope-

ration as one of the members of the »Making Finance 

Work for Africa« (MFW4A) Partnership, an Africa-

wide Task Force on Agricultural Finance has now been 

established. Its primary task is to develop specifi c recom-

mendations for policy makers in Africa who may wish 

to use these to create standards on policy and regulatory 

frameworks, and thus to improve access to fi nance and 

facilitate investments in the agricultural sector.

Th e substantial eff ort that is being made within the 

Africa-wide Task Force on Agricultural Finance has the 

power to reach out beyond the African context. Th e po-

licy recommendations will represent the African voice in 

the international community as a primary input for the 

international G20 policy paper on agricultural fi nance. 

In order to ensure this programme is realised in time for 

the G20 summit in Cannes in November 2011, African 

representatives, G20 members and development part-

ners are stepping up their collaborative eff ort in order to 

reach consensus on the best policy recommendations in 

agricultural fi nance, both in Africa and internationally.

Th e report at hand serves as a building block in this 

process. It represents the synthesis of a series of studies 

into agricultural fi nance in Africa sponsored by Ger-

man development cooperation. Th e aim was to examine 

access to fi nance for agriculture in Africa, with a view to 

identifying strategies and tactics which would improve 

such access for commercially oriented agricultural value 

chains. Th ese recommendations will be used as input 

for the pan-African and G20 task forces and to inform 

policy development by government and development 

agencies, both at country level and for the continent as 

a whole. 

Andreas Proksch

GIZ 

Director General Africa Department

Eschborn, April 2011
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Africa has a large and growing population, and an 

increasingly industrialised and urbanised econo-

my. All people need access to reliable, cost-eff ective and 

diversifi ed sources of high-quality food, and the best 

source of this food is from the region itself. Th ere is also 

the vast export potential to be considered, especially in 

Middle Eastern and Asian markets, where food con-

sumption is rising rapidly. However, African agriculture 

continues to be relatively uncompetitive, especially in 

relation to developing counterparts in Asia and Latin 

America. Th e continent’s over reliance on food imports 

creates unnecessary trade imbalances, fosters anxiety 

over food security, and is also a missed opportunity for 

promoting prosperity.

Th ere is a serious danger that, through its inability to 

structurally reform agriculture, Africa is forced to make 

ever greater concessions to powerful foreign interests 

to guarantee food security. Whilst foreign investment 

should be encouraged, it should not be negotiated in 

desperation but from a position of confi dence. Some 

of the large scale land sales and ceding of other natural 

resources has begun to smack of this.

A healthier development would be the orderly fi nan-

cing of a competitive domestic agricultural sector un-

derpinned by a robust local fi nancial sector; and there 

are reasons for optimism. In general, Africa’s fi nancial 

sector is deepening and improving rapidly. Currently, 

however, agriculture is not broadly an attractive market 

for commercial fi nancial institutions.

Development agencies should build on the momentum 

in the fi nancial sector however, to work more closely 

with fi nanciers to facilitate access to fi nance for agricu-

lture. Th is paper represents the synthesis of a series of 

studies of agricultural fi nance in Africa, sponsored by 

GIZ and executed Maxwell Stamp PLC, a consulting 

fi rm based in London.

 

Th e aim was to examine access to fi nance for agriculture 

in Africa, with a view to identifying strategies and tac-

tics which would improve that access for commercially-

oriented agricultural value chains. We hope that these 

recommendations can be used to help inform policy de-

velopment by government and development agencies, 

both at country level but also for the continent overall.

Th e countries studied included Kenya, Ghana, Burkina 

Faso, and Ethiopia. In each country, the studies ana-

lysed a small number of agricultural sub-sectors. Th e 

sub-sectors studied included: Kenya: dairy and mangos; 

Burkina Faso: manioc and cotton; Ethiopia: coff ee and 

sesame; and Ghana: pineapple, cashews, and cocoa. By 

referencing the analysis against specifi c value chains, we 

hope that we can illustrate to readers how diff erent ag-

ricultural markets work, and to highlight the features 

which make them more or less attractive to fi nanciers. In 

each country the consultants met with a wide range of 

stakeholders from development agencies, the public sec-

tor, the private sector (including producers, processors, 

exporters, input suppliers etc), and the fi nancial sector.

Th e report is structured as follows:

• Section 2: Executive Summary

• Section 3: Assumptions and Principles: Highlights 

some of the key assumptions and principles which un-

derpinned the assignment, as well as some which were 

discovered along the way.

• Section 4: Value Chain Finance: Describes what we 

feel are some of the key common challenges specifi cally 

related to the fi nancing of a specifi c agricultural value 

chain or its participants, and goes on to propose a series 

of potential interventions which could be considered to 

help address these challenges.

•  Section 5: Enabling Environment: Examines some 

of the most important characteristics of the overall eco-

nomic, policy, and business environment which impact 

on access to fi nance for agricultural value chains. Again 

it proposes a suite of remedial measures which may be 

instigated to address these defi ciencies.

Introduction
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• Section 6: Summary and Outlook: Highlights sever-

al practical initiatives or areas of focus which we believe 

off er the most potential for policy-makers and develop-

ment professionals seeking to improve access to fi nance 

for agriculture, and also some recommendations as to 

further steps or areas of study which would move the 

process forward.
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Executive Summary   

state intervention in fi nancial markets such as interest 

rate caps, directed lending or debt forgiveness under 

the umbrella of pro-poor policy. Th at said, there seems 

to be some role for public sector engagement in part-

nership with the private sector to establish institutions 

which can add much needed »structure« to some of the 

more chaotic agricultural value chains, such as national 

commodity marketing bodies or exchanges.

Clearly it is vital that these off er additional value and 

must be carefully designed to avoid squeezing out nas-

cent private sector enterprise. Th e growth of mid-size 

private sector players (e. g. suppliers, producers, trans-

port and logistics etc) in African agriculture should be 

fully supported.

Even under ideal circumstances however, fi nancing 

agriculture is a diffi  cult business. Agriculture can be a 

risky sector for fi nanciers, and exposed to extreme ca-

tastrophic and highly correlated risk events (e. g. fl ood, 

drought, disease etc). Also Africa lacks the fi scal support 

for catastrophic risks off ered by many leading agricultu-

ral producers in Europe, the USA, and leading markets 

in Asia and Latin America. Even in these more develo-

ped countries, agriculture often has diffi  culty attracting 

the desired level of fi nance.

However, Africa is starting from a pretty low base level 

of lending and investment to agriculture. Th e domestic 

banking and capital markets system in many countries 

is growing rapidly, and even relatively modest increases 

in the share of fi nance from the big commercial banks 

or investors can potentially make a critical diff erence. 

What is required is to concentrate policy development 

and interventions by development agencies on the areas 

of highest impact.

The relative under-performance of African agricu-

ltural value chains inhibits improvements in the 

quality of life for both small producers and domestic 

consumers. Th e lower levels of productivity mean that 

many African countries are overly dependent on im-

ports from outside the continent. Th is is not ideal from 

a food security standpoint but also means that econo-

mies are suff ering from unnecessary trade defi cits and 

the loss of potentially valuable sources of export income 

from tapping new markets.

African agriculture badly needs fi nance for growth but, 

in parallel, it must be prepared to restructure in order to 

improve profi tability. One of the major issues aff ecting 

production continues to be land reform. Many promi-

sing small farmers are dissuaded from making major 

investments in farm improvement or fi nd it diffi  cult 

to expand their farms due to the customary systems 

of land tenure, which can tend to prevent the holding 

of absolute title over their land. Land reform is essen-

tial to encourage the development of a larger class of 

»professional« farmers willing to invest heavily in farm 

improvement and expansion with a view to improving 

profi tability and economies of scale over the longer-

term. Aside from land reform, the legal environment 

still needs much improvement to support the more 

robust contractual arrangements which are required to 

support commercial relationships between value chain 

participants and also their fi nanciers.

On a positive note, it is clear that increased liberalisa-

tion and regional integration is endowing African eco-

nomic sectors with increased economies of scale, deeper 

markets, and increased competition. Th is applies to 

both the agricultural and fi nancial sectors. From a poli-

cy perspective, there must be no return to the regressive 
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In our view, this means engaging the big balance sheets 

of the commercial banking sector in support of agri-

business, particularly those SMEs with realistic pro-

spects of growing into signifi cantly large agro-enterpri-

ses in the medium-term. It is likely that credit will need 

to be supplemented by equity investment to maintain 

appropriate gearing ratios.

We are also strong advocates of the role that rural credit 

unions and banks play in providing outreach to pro-

ducers. Th ey are increasingly vital in underpinning the 

rural economy, and can play a valuable complementary 

role with commercial banks to provide a more integra-

ted service to agricultural value chains. Both commer-

cial banks and rural fi nancial institutions however, do 

require additional expertise and investment to eff ec-

tively implement strategies to better serve agriculture in 

a profi table way.

We appreciate that agricultural value chains are keen to 

access long-term investment capital but, without robust 

profi tability and solid capitalisation, this will continue 

to be diffi  cult to access over the short-medium term. 

More traction is likely with approaches to release wor-

king capital which can indirectly achieve these aims. 

Th e use of fi nancing products which build on existing 

good relationships between value chain participants 

(e. g. supplier and buyer fi nance) are particularly encou-

raged. Th ere are also a range of promising initiatives in 

relation to asset fi nance and insurance which should be 

encouraged on a tactical basis where the legal and busi-

ness environment is supportive.

Executive Summary
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1 Assumptions and Principles   

1 Assumptions and Principles

Finance for agriculture is a subject on which almost 

everyone holds strong opinions which initially seem 

diffi  cult to reconcile. On closer analysis, however, much 

of this divergence depended on the personal perspec-

tive of the subject, and their relative interest in poverty 

alleviation measures versus economic growth indicators. 

Th is study is principally focused on measures to mo-

bilise the supply of private sector fi nance with a view 

to increasing the quantity, quality, and economic value 

of African agricultural output. Th is is not incompati-

ble with parallel measures to address livelihoods issues, 

but the two should not be too confused. Th is series of 

assumptions and principles in relation to fi nancing for 

agricultural value chains, strives provide readers with a 

common frame of reference in which to assimilate the 

fi ndings and recommendations.

Part of this divergence is related to the relative success 

of some sectors in African economies, including the fi -

nancial sector, and the apparent lack of benefi t to the 

poorest in society, and particularly in this case, small 

agricultural producers. Th is sometime encourages poli-

cy makers or development professionals concerned with 

the interests of these communities, and perhaps unfa-

miliar with pro-growth economic policies, to advocate 

regressive measures such as interest rate caps, directed 

lending or debt forgiveness for example. We cannot 

stress how damaging a return, or even the potential of 

a return, to this type of policy would be to the nascent 

African fi nancial sector and the economy as a whole, 

including the agricultural sector. At the same time, the 

fi nancial sector should be positive in its approach to 

working with development agencies, NGOs, and the 

public sector, in developing tactical initiatives and in-

novations which will help include poorer populations 

in economic develop to mitigate against this possibility.

 

State Support for Mitigation of 
Catastrophic Risk

Of course it is impossible to generalise, and factors will 

vary from farmer to farmer, region to region, and sub-

sector to sub-sector, but it is a general principle that 

agriculture is quite risky. Even in large, diversifi ed and 

highly developed markets (e. g. US, Canada, Europe, 

and leading countries in Latin America and Asia) there 

is almost always a explicit or implied subsidy for agri-

culture which helps smooth risks. Th is will occasional-

ly take the shape of a market protection measure, but 

much more often will be an explicit insurance subsidy 

which is protected under WTO agreements. Very few 

countries with the fi scal means (with the possible excep-

tion of Australia and New Zealand) expect the private 

sector to shoulder the entire burden of the catastrophic 

risks associated with agriculture. Most operate a variety 

of diff erent Public-Private Partnership (PPP) schemes 

in order to share risk.

It is probably unrealistic, therefore, to expect the Afri-

can private sector to achieve similar results without the 

backing of government or some other source of funds. 

Th ere are a variety of models but many typically lead 

to the creation of a state-backed reinsurance market 

which can cover catastrophic risks. Developed coun-

tries make the fi scal argument that intervention of this 

type is a more cost-eff ective use of funds than the costs 

of disaster recovery which would be required. As far 

as we are aware, there does not seem to be a compa-

rable framework in Africa, which is a major drawback 

that policy-makers and development professionals may 

need to address before fi nance will be released in a truly 

transformative way. Th ose who point to the agricultural 

revolution which has occurred in some parts of South 

and East Asia in recent decades should note that the ex-

plicit state funding of catastrophic losses in agriculture 

has been a key tenet of policy-making.
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Liberalalisation of Domestic and 
Regional Markets 

Firstly, there can be little argument about the benefi ts 

which have been achieved through the systematic libe-

ralisation of the fi nancial sector in many countries. An 

end to directed lending, interest rate caps, and politi-

cally-directed interference in fi nancial markets through 

state-owned banks, and openness to the entry of fo-

reign-owned banks has resulted in much deeper and 

more competitive fi nancial markets. Th ose countries 

which continue to resist such policy measures are clear-

ly disadvantaged. Particularly striking was the infl uence 

that regional trade agreements are having in encoura-

ging the fl ow of capital within that region, and also the 

expansion in the scope and size of agrifood markets. It is 

our contention that these agreements underpin the de-

velopment of true comparative advantage in agriculture 

(as well as other industries) in Africa, contributing to a 

much more competitive and prosperous economy. Un-

fortunately, there are domestic value chains which are 

uncompetitive in comparison to regional peers, which 

will suff er as a result. Clearly mitigation strategies need 

to be considered but the interests of producers cannot 

be put before the overall economic advantages conveyed 

by the strategic expansion of free trade (and other po-

litical and economic co-operation) in African markets.

Issue of Land Tenure

It is not for us to presume to speak for Africans as they 

go about the process of deciding what sort of society 

they wish to create, however we believe that the link 

between private land ownership and the capitalisation 

of agriculture is clear. Th e private ownership of agricu-

ltural land (including the freedom to buy, sell, trans-

fer, pledge, and develop this land within the reasonable 

conventions of prevailing business ethics and laws) is 

not prevalent in Africa, where systems of customary 

communal ownership (based around village or tribal 

systems) or even state-owned land are more common.

Th is creates two specifi c problems in relation to agri-

cultural fi nance. Firstly, producers are less willing to 

invest long-term in the improvement of their land, as 

they do not have security of tenure. Secondly, producers 

are usually unable to pledge their land as collateral for 

lending. It is worth bearing in mind that they heavy 

investment in the capitalisation of agriculture in deve-

loped markets over the last few centuries has been un-

derpinned by security that lenders can obtain in establi-

shing a charge over agricultural land. To expect Africa to 

achieve similar results in the absence of major reforms 

to land tenure are probably unrealistic.

Infl uence of Commercial Banks

Whilst the development agenda has paid some attention 

to the promotion of MFIs and other specialised players 

in the fi nancial sector, much less attention is paid to 

the large commercial banks. In all the markets studied 

(with the anomaly of Ethiopia’s large state-sponsored 

MFIs – really analogous to large state-owned savings 

banks reminiscent of centrally planned economies), the 

commercial banking sector absolutely dwarfs the MFI 

and rural banking sectors. Whilst MFIs and rural banks 

grow robustly, the commercial banking sector in most 

of Africa is growing at least as rapidly on the back of re-

tail franchises underpinned by growing wealth in urban 

centres, and also corporate banking (in all sectors).

Commercial banks, in general, do not currently have 

much appetite for lending directly to small producers 

(though they are very interested in large commercial 

farming) and micro-/small-enterprise (though large 

agribusiness is of interest).  However, if agriculture is 

to approach the level of fi nance required to reach its 

potential, then commercial banks will have to be the 

principal bankers to the sector.
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Outreach of Rural Banks and Co-
operative Financial Institutions 

It is our contention that rural banks and co-operative 

fi nancial institutions are key players in the market for 

agricultural fi nance. Currently, many of these institu-

tions, despite being situated in rural areas, are oriented 

towards retail and small business customers in regio-

nal centres, rather than producers. Th ere are examples 

of rural banks and co-operative fi nancial institutions 

which are really getting to grips with agricultural len-

ding from their own devices. However, generally they 

fi nd it much easier to lend to the increasing population 

of salaried workers, professionals, and small merchant 

segments. Th ese customers are usually account holders, 

make regular use of the bank’s transaction services, tend 

to be within easy reach of or commonly visit the branch, 

are often known personally to staff , and form a pool of 

reliable borrowers. Lending is generally short-term, for 

household, consumer or working capital purposes.

It is this steady, conservative approach which is their 

major strength. In due course, and with proper support, 

it is likely we will see this institutions embed themselves 

very fi rmly in the fabric of the rural society, in much 

the same way as similar institutions in developed mar-

kets. It is likely that the future will see increased stra-

tegic partnerships between institutions (perhaps in the 

form of consolidation or marketing networks), and also

a deepening of relationships with the large commercial 

banks.

Th ey are very interested in agricultural fi nance, but are 

inherently wary of the risks. Th ey do not have the balan-

ce sheet or liquidity support to manage systemic default 

events, and are very conscious of their relative weakness. 

Th ere is a danger in trying to force these institutions to 

be something they are not, and we see this currently 

with International Financial Institutions encouraging 

the uptake of long-term credit lines for on-lending.

Quite rightly, they are worried about this. Th ey do not 

want to feel forced into taking on risks they are un-

comfortable with, especially on the back of a donor-

fi nanced credit line which is neither sustainable nor well 

aligned to their business strategy.

Th e key to engaging these institutions is to play to their 

strengths. Th ey are the best positioned distribution 

channel, have the best understanding of the local eco-

nomy, and often direct knowledge of potential borro-

wers at producer level. Th ey are very keen to co-operate 

in the sharing of risk, particularly with commercial 

banks and agribusiness (whom they see having a much 

greater investment in success than IFIs and develop-

ment agencies). Institutionally, however, individual 

institutions tend to be very weak, with inexperienced 

management and staff , and low levels of capitalisation 

and investment.
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Figure 1.1: Case Study of SACCO in Kenya 

Githunguri Dairy and Community SACCO

This SACCO was launched seven years ago, spon-
sored by the parallel dairy co-operative. It now 
has capital of Ksh 100m, 6 500 members and 
8 000 customers. Since inception, membership has
sprawled away from the dairy sector to encom-
pass a wide range of other rural and town dwel-
lers including coffee and tea growers, as well 
as a plethora of local retail, trading and support 
enterprises.

Like many SACCOs, management and governance 
are essentially provided by part-time volunteers 
with community standing. They are conscious 
of their limitations and run a very conservative 
balance sheet. In many senses they are very well 
adapted to meet the growing needs of the diverse 
population or regional centres, but fi nd fi nancing 
smale-scale farming a challenge.  

The SACCO provides basic savings, credit, trans-
actional and cash mangement services. Short-
term loans, repayable monthly, are offered on the 
basis of a compulsory savings programme, and 
are generally a multiple of two to three times the 
accumulated savings.
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Nwabiagwa Rural Bank is one of the largest rural banks in the country with six branches, a 
separate head offi ce, and 131 staff. They have about 50 000 customers of which approximately
10 % are farmers, 25 % are traders/processors, and 65 % are salaried workers. Salaried workers 
get the best loan deals with interest rates around 25 %. Farmers are priced at more like 30 % 
plus because of their higher risks (some years they claim to have had a 100 % default rate from 
farmers). They are, however, much more comfortable with cocoa, which they see as a stable 
industry. Farmers are expected to save for at least three months or retain at least one third of 
the earnings from last year´s crop. The term is around eight months with a full and fi nal bullet 
payment encompassing both principal and interest at the end. They prefer to fi nance customers 
with good relationship with Licensed Buying Companies or »LBCs« (private traders authorised 
by the state cocoa marketing monopoly), and depositing a cheque for the proceeds of a cocoa 
sale to an LBC is seen as a very positive step towards getting a loan. The loan is to support 
production inputs and is not suitable for plantation rehabilitation. The bank fi nances Farmer-
Based Organisations (»FBOs«) as well as individual farmers. 

Nwabiagwa Rural Bank

Figure 1.2: Case Study of Rural Bank in Ghana



Role of MFIs

It is important that we say something about the role of 

MicroFinance Institutions (MFIs) and their role in the 

agricultural development agenda, particularly given the 

prominence that they have taken in the international 

development framework over the last 25 years or so.

Globally, it is impossible to stereotype MFIs which 

range from small NGOs with charitable goals up to in-

dustrial-scale commercial institutions driven by share-

holder value and, to some extent, also incorporates the 

consumer and small business lending operations of 

many developed market fi nancial institutions.

In Africa, however, most MFIs are currently of the 

smaller NGO type focused on specifi c target groups, 

though some commercial MFIs and MicroFinance 

Banks are springing up. Th e MFI model of high-vo-

lume, small loan-size is most easily exploited with an 

easily accessible and homogenous market (e. g. a poor 

salaried workers in an urban area). Often small farmers 

do not easily fi t this profi le and most MFIs are not ge-

aring up to address them. True, in some regions (e. g. 

Latin America) MFIs are playing a much greater role 

in agriculture, and some institutions (e. g. Opportunity 

International) are also developing strategies for African 

agriculture, but this is the exception rather than the 

rule.

Our point is that MFIs are a very worthwhile compo-

nent of a diversifi ed fi nancial sector, but are only part of 

the answer in relation to agricultural fi nance.

Importance of Agricultural Insurance

Th e risks attached to agriculture generally are a large 

factor in the low mobilisation of fi nance for the sector. 

We alluded to the role of the state in the minimisati-

on of catastrophic risks above, which seems to us to 

be the underlying issue. True, there are other type of 

niche, indemnity products which probably could be 

developed independently by the private sector – e. g. 

indemnity insurance related to specifi c weather events 

or property losses, some types of livestock insurance, 

or perhaps index-based products. Th ere are also pos-

sibilities for hedging instruments or futures contracts 

(not strictly insurance but potentially useful risk ma-

nagement tools), for providing predictability around 

input costs or market prices. In our view, they are not, 

of themselves, suffi  cient or capable of alleviating risk 

surrounding catastrophic events such as drought, fl ood, 

or disease.

Insurance is going to be a huge market in Africa, 

and the life and non-life markets for both retail and 

business customers in some countries are booming. 

Insurance companies are busy developing innovative 

products tailored to local markets, yet insurance for 

agriculture is lagging. Part of this is a lack of demand 

from producers, who don’t seem to appreciate the va-

lue of insurance cover. Perhaps this is related to the 

inability of insurers to provide deep catastrophic risk 

cover like Multi-Peril Crop Insurance. We also heard 

on a number of occasions in diff erent markets the tale 

of groups of producers approaching their insurer for a 

refund of their premium on the basis that they hadn’t 

needed to make a claim during the covered period. Th is 

is possibly apocryphal, but more probably illustrative 

of a deep lack of fi nancial literacy.

One problem is the diffi  culty African insurers some-

times face in diversifying risk through trading risk port-

folios through the reinsurance market. Th ere is a lack of 

depth in the reinsurance market in Africa in particular, 

though one assumes that this will deepen over time. 

It will be unlikely to see reinsurers jump into African 

agricultural risk and, even in developed markets, it has 

proved diffi  cult to encourage reinsurers into catastro-

phic risk insurance for agriculture. Where this has oc-

curred, it has generally been in partnership with the 

state who, through one means or another, will limit the 

losses faced by reinsurers.

11
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Limits of Micro-Enterprise

We recognise that a fl ourishing micro-enterprise sector 

is an important component of economic development, 

particularly in enhancing and smoothing household 

income, as well as providing a source of contentment 

and satisfaction for many. However, it is beginning to 

become clear that the idealised model of micro-entre-

preneurs evolving inexorably towards becoming small 

businesses, then medium-sized businesses and so forth 

was largely theoretical. Understandably, it was accepted 

that it was always going to be a small minority of busi-

nesses which would graduate to the next level. Ho-

wever, rather than being an unusual event, it has pro-

ved to be exceptional. By and large, micro-enterprises 

stay micro-enterprises.

If we look at developed markets, we should hardly be 

surprised. New successful small-medium-large sized 

businesses are generally formed by successful serial en-

trepreneurs, working with signifi cant amounts of pri-

vate investor capital. Medium-large businesses generate 

competitive advantages and economic opportunities 

that cannot be replicated by micro-enterprise. Africa 

needs these businesses now, and cannot aff ord to wait 

for evolution. If we look to the agricultural revolutions 

in Asia, it is clear how development has been catalysed 

by large businesses, sometimes with the open support 

of the state.
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Blue Skies

Blue Skies is a major processor and exporter of 
fresh cut fruit which it exports by air to Europe. 
It was started in 1998 by Anthony Pile (see 
right) and now has operations in four different 
countries and 3 000 employees. Blue Skies ope-
rates directly with individual farmers, helping
prefi nance production and providing technical
assistance. The company stresses it is not an 
outgrower scheme though, and does not have 
formal arrangements with suppliers.

Farmers generally bring their food to the facto-
ry gate where it is graded and a potential deal 
struck. Payment is made in 14 days. Blue Skies
has not benefi tted from any government or deve-
lopment support, partly because the owner isn´t
Ghanaian. It is keen to continue to expand its
operations and would appreciate to continue to
expand its prefi nancing operations. A supplier
credit guarantee scheme would be a useful tool. 

Figure 1.3: Case Study of a Large Agriprocessor in Ghana



Rural Finance versus Agricultural 
Finance

It appears to us that there is sometimes confusion bet-

ween »rural« fi nance and »agricultural« fi nance in the 

minds of policy-makers and development agencies. 

Th ere have been quite a number of initiatives to ex-

pand access to fi nance to rural and provincial areas in 

many developing countries in recent years, to address 

the gaps between these populations and those living in 

very large metropolitan areas.

Whilst expanding access to rural fi nance seems to have an 

indirect benefi t for primary producers, the direct benefi t 

is often minimal. Financial institutions are concentrating 

their eff orts on developing franchises from the salaried 

and merchant classes of provincial centres, which they 

see as a more attractive market than poorer farmers. As 

we say, there may well be very positive indirect benefi ts to 

farmers by expanding the economic activity of regional 

towns and cities, but direct access to fi nancial services 

(and particularly credit) is still very low.

We see agricultural fi nance as much more oriented 

around the competitiveness and profi tability of the 

agricultural sector (and particularly individual sub-sec-

tors) than it is about demographic development. Syner-

gies between the two approaches should be exploited 

but there are discrete approaches which »agricultural« 

fi nance brings that are not directly related to »rural« 

fi nance in isolation.

Taking a Value Chain Approach

Agricultural development is best approached by brea-

king the agricultural sector into specifi c sub-sector »va-

lue chains«. Th ese are essentially models of the market 

participants in an agricultural subsector and the inter-

actions between them. Market participants include ag-

ricultural producers of course, but also input supplier, 

traders, processors, exporters, and retailers. Th ey also 

include suppliers of ancillary services like transport, 

storage, extension services, and certifi cation and in-

spection.

From the standpoint of agricultural fi nance, we are 

particularly interested in the fi nancial interactions bet-

ween these players (including fi nancial institutions), 

their competitiveness, and the value they add along the 

way. Ultimately, fi nanciers need to see good levels pro-

fi tability embedded in the value chain at some stage in 

the process, to fi nd the sub-sector an attractive propo-

sition.

Th e value chain approach resonates with fi nanciers. As 

a rule, they tend to be wary of »agriculture« per se, but 

may have specifi c interests in diff erent sub-sectors (e. g. 

dairy, or livestock, or horticulture for example), or even 

sub-segments (e. g. input suppliers, processors, retailers, 

logistics, packagers etc). It aligns with an approach to 

market segmentation which can be more easily integra-

ted with the marketing and risk management strategy 

of a fi nancial institution than »agriculture« as a whole. 

High-level value chain mapping was undertaken for 

each of the sub-sectors under study with an example in 

fi gure 1.4 below. Th e complete set of maps is available 

in Annex 4.

Whilst a value chain approach is particularly applicable 

to the »upper reaches« of a value chain (e. g. at trading, 

processing, exporting and retail levels), we found that 

it was not so easy to apply at the level of the small farm. 

Many small farms in Africa are diversifi ed businesses, 

perhaps engaged in a number of diff erent agricultural 

sub-sectors and also off -farm activities.

14
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INTERNATIONAL BUYERS

Large supermarkets and
wholesalers buy both whole
pineapple as well as fruit
segments processed in 
Ghana and air-freighted to 
Europe.

A good and growing maket 
for domestically produced 
pineapple juice

EXPORTERS

Concentrate on bulking and
exporting large volumes of
unprocessed pineapple

Includes some large commer-
cial farms

PROCESSORS

There are a range of diffe-
rent operators in the pro-
cessing sphere including
micro-, small- and medium-
size businesses.

These range from small 
“mom and pop groceries“ to
large national and even inter-
national chains.

INPUTS

Suckers cost around GH¢ 400
per acre.

Plastic mulch covers for MD2
variety around GH¢ 400 per 
acre.

Fertiliser around GH¢ 250 per 
acre.

Other costs around GH¢ 1 500

SMALL PINEAPPLE
PRODUCERS

Many exited market when 
bottom fell out.

Remainder, mainly small
farmers (1-5 acres) largely
switched to MD2.

Some remaining production
of other varieties.

There are quite a number of
programmes to assist 
farmers.

These include programmes to
enhance production, catalyse
organisation, and develop
management and business 
skills.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

DOMESTIC CONSUMERS

RETAILERS

Farmers sometimes organi-
zed into FBOs but often not

Major buyers will often deal
directly with individual far-
mers and send their own 
specialist pickers for export
harvesting.

Often in the guise of “market
ladies“

Take on risks associated with
storage, transport and related
finance

MIDDLEMENFARMER-BASED
ORGANISATIONS

Figure 1.4: Example Value Chain Map of Pineapple in Ghana
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In this case, the economic imperatives and rationale for 

a small farmer to be engaged in agricultural produc-

tion in a particular sub-sector may not be adequately 

captured by a simple fi nancial cost-benefi t analysis. For 

example, some crops might be grown in rotation with 

others, for ancillary value addition or even soil resto-

ration purposes. Some production may be largely for 

household subsistence purposes, with only the excess 

used to generate cash. Animals may be kept for similar 

reasons, or for farm work or even cultural reasons.

It is therefore very diffi  cult to analysis the pros and cons 

of economic activity in a particular sub-sector at the 

level of the small farm, particularly where the farmers 

often are not easily able to attribute cash fl ows and la-

bour to specifi c activities in what often constitutes a 

reasonably complex system.

Th erefore the value chain approach to agricultural fi -

nance needs to be supplemented with a view of »farm 

as enterprise«. To enable access to fi nance at the level 

of individual producers then we need to understand 

much better the fi nances at farm level. Th is has typical-

ly proved very diffi  cult and time consuming.

Producer Viability and Farm Size

Ultimately, in order to access agricultural fi nance, a 

farm would need to be a viable commercial enterprise. 

Th is requires some tangible components such as:

• Th e farm needs to generate at least some retained cash

  which can be used to repay loans and/ or reinvest in

  growth and improvements;

• In order to achieve this, the farm needs to be of suffi  -

 cient size and/ or scale;

• It also needs access to a market which will off -take

  this production; and

• Th e farm needs access to a minimum level of inputs

  and infrastructure required to enable production.

Th ere are many whose livelihoods, whilst it is wholly 

or partially dependent on the land, do not meet this 

defi nition. Th is does not necessarily mean that they are 

excluded from access to fi nance, but rather that specifi c 

agricultural fi nance solutions are not appropriate. Th e-

se include circumstances where:

• Small-scale production is used to supplement the diet

  and/ or income of a household where the primary 

 source of income was from another source (i. e. an-

 other job);

• Subsistence agriculture, where the majority of pro-

 duction is used for household consumption rather

  than cash generation;

• Absentee »farmers«, for example those who have mo

 ved to cities from rural areas whose land holdings are

  not really actively managed, tend to be harvested by

  others in line with established custom, and the resul-

 tant cash payment generally considered a supplement

  to other income streams; and

• Th ose rural poor who have a small patch of land, used

  for very small scale subsistence, to the extent that the

  landholding is so small that it cannot even be impro-

 ved on a full-time basis.

Clearly it is vital that credit extended to producers is 

repaid. One of the major determinants of producer via-

bility is the size of the land-holding. Clearly this varies 

enormously depending on the type of farming and na-

tural qualities of the land itself however, in general, the 

larger the plot the better. Many small farmers in Africa 

are working very small plots of land which means their 

economic opportunities are quite limited.

Most counterparts in the fi eld of private sector deve-

lopment, agribusiness, and the fi nancial sector were 

also keen to stress the intangible factors which make 

for a successful farmer, and therefore »bankable« pro-

position. Th ese include:

• Farmers must be full-time entrepreneurs in pursuit of

  generating surplus cash from the farm »enterprise«

  (this includes off -farm income);
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• Th ey must be experienced and have an enthusiasm

  for developing their expertise;

• Th ey need to capable of thinking long-term about

  their business, and open to receiving advice and 

 adopting new ideas; and

• Capable of working well with others where there is

  demonstrable mutual benefi t, and of understanding

  their rights and responsibilities in a group structure,

  and to external stakeholders.

Th ese criteria further restrict the scope of agricultural 

fi nance and, whilst the extent to which ingrained va-

lues and behaviours can be changed, it is certain that a 

signifi cant group of farmers would not be able to adapt 

to these requirements.

Biogas: The Farm as Diversifi ed Enterprise

This farming family is underpinned by its dairy 
farm which has 10 cows. By local standards this 
makes it a reasonably substantial enterprise and 
this farmer is considered a succesful man.

The farmer decided to invest in a biogas unit, 
which coverts the manure into fl ammable gas. 
The residue or »slurry« is used to fertilise the
family garden and reduce costs.

The family has also ventured into a piggery, which 
generates additional income from the sale of meat.
Combined with the dairy cows, the combined ani-
mals generated quite a lot of manure.

The farm uses the gas to run a small bakery, with 
the production sold in the local market to gene-
rate additional cash.

Figure 1.5: Case Study of Diversifi ed Farm in Kenya 



system«. Th e idea is to radically improve the speed and 

consistency of decision-making through a much more 

structured, objective and automated approach. It still 

requires excellent credit skills from bankers (both front 

and back offi  ce), but helps to dramatically lower lending 

costs associated with smaller, less profi table customers.

If fi nancial institutions in developing markets wish 

to reach smaller business customers (e. g. farmers and 

small agribusinesses) in a sustainable and profi table way, 

then they will need to adopt similar models. Not only 

do we need to drop the operational costs of banking 

these customers, but also the costs of marketing and cu-

stomer service.

Th is requires a revolution in the management of cu-

stomer and account data by fi nancial institutions both 

large and small. First we must presume that fi nancial 

activity by this segment is increasingly formalised, and 

that fi nancial institutions are capturing meaningful 

transaction data on customers.

Second, fi nancial institutions will need the technology 

and skills to integrate this data into a consolidated data 

warehouse, from which they can get a meaningful un-

derstanding of profi tability down to a single customer 

and product view.

Finally, they will likely need assistance in the develop-

ment of an active approach to portfolio planning and 

management, underpinned by more advanced model-

ling and forecasting.
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Improving Customer and Product 
Data Management

Much is made in the development sector about the po-

tential for rapidly expanding high-volume, small len-

ding (for example to producers) in developing markets 

through credit scoring, a feature of similar lending in 

most developed markets. We believe that this is a very 

worthwhile ambition, but that some fundamental mi-

sunderstandings about credit scoring and its applicabi-

lity need to be corrected. For the purist, credit scoring is 

the almost complete automation of a credit decision ba-

sed on external (e. g. credit reference) and internal (e. g. 

account behaviours) information, generating an accept, 

decline or refer (where there is some limited human in-

volvement) decision.

Th is system is underpinned in developed markets by a 

highly developed credit reference system and excellent 

customer and account data management by fi nancial 

institutions. In most circumstances, it is used by banks 

for personal loans to established customers, where the-

re is an excellent repository of customer and account 

behavioural information. Critically, credit scoring mo-

del developers will have a big pool of »black« data from 

which the factors which indicate probability of default 

can be derived (ideally captured over the full course of 

the business cycle or around seven years). Th is allows 

credit risk analysts to make reasonably sound forecasts 

as to the likely default levels of a pool of credit scored 

customers, to adjust the assessment criteria to an accep-

table level, and to price the loans correctly.

Th ough credit scoring approaches can also be used with 

»new« customers (i.e. without a credit history known 

to the lender) this was largely the province of specialist 

lenders or lending divisions focused on high risk bor-

rowers. Th e high cost of obtaining retail credit or store 

cards is a typical indicator.

In relation to businesses, it is rarely applicable, except 

for small working capital loans to very simple businesses 

(e. g. sole traders), and only to well established custo-

mers. However, for more complex business and larger 

loan sizes we can use a mix of automated and human 

analysis better known as a »credit decisioning or rating 



When assessing specifi c value chains, the diversity 

of geographic, environmental, agronomic, busi-

ness, and cultural factors between value chains of diff e-

rent sub-sectors and the same sub-sector, made it impos-

sible to adopt an entirely consistent approach. Rather, 

we have identifi ed a set of fl exible subjective criteria by 

which a reasonable judgement about the relative chal-

lenges and risks presented by a specifi c proposition for 

fi nance could be assessed. Some criteria are illustrated in 

fi gure 2.1 below, but these are not exhaustive or exclusi-

ve. Th e value chains concerned were tested against these 

criteria, and generalisations drawn in order to highlight 

to value chain practitioners how these factors can aff ect 

access to fi nance. It is important to note that testing 

against these criteria does not substitute for an in-depth 

fi nancial analysis of the value chains.
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Criteria Comments

Is there signifi cant domestic consumer 
demand in the sub-sector? � �

Clearly, robust local demand is very po-
sitive factor. Try to verify with numbers.

Is the country a leading participant in 
export markets in relation to the sub-
sector?

� �
If no domestic demand, the value chain 
should be internationally competitive. 
Again, verify with numbers.

Is the sub-sector regularly exposed 
to major environmental (e. g. climate, 
disease etc) risks?

� �
Make sure that risks and mitigation 
strategies are clearly identifi ed.

Is the sub-sector regularly exposed to 
unpredictable fl uctuations in either do-
mestic or international prices (of either 
outputs or inputs)?

� �
What might the impact be? Conduct 
scenario analysis.

Is the sub-sector one in which there 
are signifi cant opportunities for value 
addition through processing? � �

A positive factor. Look at how produ-
cers and processors might be linked 
more effectively, and the potential for 
supplier fi nance.

Is the sub-sector specifi cally identifi ed 
by the national agricultural strategy as 
a strategic priority?

� �
If not, why not? If necessary, lobby 
MoA to develop specifi c initiatives for 
the value chain.

Does the national agricultural strategy 
go on to identify objectives and targets 
specifi cally related to the sub-sector?

� �
Elaborate how these targets relate to 
the fi nance strategy.

Is there objective, reliable and timely 
market and production data available on 
the sub-sector?

� �
Diffi cult to develop and monitor fi nance 
strategy without this.

Is there some useful fi nancial data and 
analysis which can be used to build 
up a »picture« of the typical fi nancial 
structure of value chain participants 
and the fl ow of cash between them?

� �

This needs to be undertaken, and head-
line results captured.

Response
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Criteria Comments

Is there a signifi cant cluster of produ-
cers with farm sizes of suffi cient size to 
be not only viable, but potentially quite 
profi table? It is important for fi nanci-
al institutions to be able to identify a 
market segment of suitable size before 
entering.

� �

Look for geographical clusters of larger 
farm size if this data exists.

Is there a signifi cant agriprocessing 
sector engaged in the value chain, with 
at least some medium-large enterprises 
(even if state-owned) involved?

� �
Vital for off-take. Ideally if situated 
near a suitable cluster of producers.

Is there a well-structured network of 
producer organisations spearheaded by 
a professional management and techni-
cal team?

� �
Vital in providing industry insight and 
promotion.

At grass-roots level, are there clusters 
of strong (i.e. independent, homogenous, 
sustainable) producer groups which 
might support group lending?

� �
Lending to small producers is usually 
more successful through group lending 
schemes.

Are there examples of large commercial 
farming operations? � �

Can be suitable customers, intermedia-
ries for supplier fi nance and important 
for structuring the value chain.

Does the value chain currently support 
formalised relationships such as con-
tract farming or out-grower schemes? � �

This is an indicator that the value 
chain is fundamentally profi table, and 
outgrower/contract farming schemes 
are good targets for fi nance.

Is there a strong extension service 
available for producers? � �

Financiers like to feel producers are 
»supervised« to a certain extent and 
receiving good advice.

Do agriprocessors have access to high-
quality Business Development Services? � �

Support to the business and manage-
ment skills of agribusiness is impor-
tant to fi nanciers.

Is there potential for signifi cant im-
provements in fi nancial performance 
of specifi c market participants (e. g. 
producers or agriprocessors) through 
the adoption of new technologies or 
approaches?

� �

If there is potential for signifi cant 
productivity improvements given rela-
tively minor investments then this is a 
positive factor.

Response

Figure 2.1: Sample Criteria for Assessing Viability of Finance for Value Chains



What became very apparent during our study was that 

there seemed to be a distinct lack of well-executed fi -

nancial analysis of value chains. Many value chain ex-

perts felt they had an »intuitive« feeling about the rela-

tive profi tability of a value chain, often underpinned by 

anecdotal evidence, but there was relatively little com-

mitted to paper in terms of how the fi nances of a value 

chain operate in practice. Naturally, this was a major 

impediment to the study, and presumably to eff orts to 

attract fi nance to value chains.

During the study the consultants directly engaged with 

nine separate value chains in four diff erent countries. 

Th is diversity clearly underlined the importance of a 

strong »structure« in a value chain as a key factor in im-

proving its bankability. When examining a proposition, 

some of the key concepts of value chain analysis come 

easily to fi nanciers, who are accustomed to looking at 

the strength and stability of a customer’s supply chain, 

as well as their customer base. Businesses that involved 

in unpredictable and chaotic environments are not like-

ly to be viewed favourably. In this section we will look 

at some of the key factors which contribute to a robust 

value chain, specifi cally in relation to facilitating access 

to fi nance. Figure 2.2 shows a table derived from the 

studies illustrating just a few of the high-level factors. 

A complete summary of all the value chains studied is 

shown in Annex 3.
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� Relatively swift production cycle
  and return on investment
� A nascent domestic processing and
 export business
� Sub-sector includes some major
  commercial farmers, some of which
  operate out-grower schemes
� Growing domestic/regional market for
  processed fruit
� Some rural banks already actively 
 fi nancing pineapple producer groups
Pineapple is a quick turn-around crop, with a ready international market and processing opportuni-
ties for local and regional markets. There are some signifi cant players in the agriprocessing sector 
which play a signifi cant role in providing structure to the value chain. Even small producers seem 
to be able to make an economic return on pineapple, and established producer’s associations are 
accessing seasonal credit regularly, though the high interest rates are a burden.

PINEAPPLE

� Ghana is a producer and export 
 hub for cashews with 4% of 
 global production and 10% of 
 exports
� Some major international processors
 (e. g. Braxil) interested in Ghanaian
  operations as competitiveness im-
 proves

Cashew seems to struggle in a highly competitive international market, and there is little local 
demand. Most processing is done overseas, and requires signifi cant capital investment and econo-
mies of scale. Ghana has had some success in establishing itself as the regional hub for cashew 
export. As a tree crop, cashew has a relatively slow pay-back period which hampers investment in 
replantation. There is little fi nancing of cashew in Ghana as far as we could ascertain.

� Almost no domestic cashew proces-
 sing and global competitors have a
  major lead
� Domestic demand is quite low 
 

CASHEW

� Well structured value chain 
 headed by state-owned 
 marketing monopoly
� Able to raise large amounts 
 of short-term fi nance on inter-
 national markets
� Establishment of some major 
 local processing operations 
 and potential for continued expansion
� Involvement of some signifi cant agri-
 trading enterprise at buyer level

Cocoa is a strategic tree crop in Ghana, which is the world’s number 2 exporter. The industry is 
dominated by the state-owned marketing monopoly, Cocobod, Through Cocobod, Ghanaian cocoa 
raises over a USD 1bn per year in short-term fi nance on international markets. It distributes some 
of this fi nance through a extensive network of private sector buyers, who extend seasonal credit 
and provide a signifi cant degree of organisation to the value chain. Cocobod also heavily subsidises 
long-term investment into the industry, specifi cally through replantation, and also has strategic 
arrangements with processors which has resulted in a signifi cant local processing capacity.

� Slow to become economically produc-
 tive
� Substantial replantation required to
  improve productivity
� Parastatal structure can be prone to
  under-funding and ineffi ciency
� Potential for regional competitors to
  steal market share through lead in
  certifi cation and standards 

� International markets dominated 
 by few highly competitive producers
� Low levels of producer organisation
� Lack of industry level market aware 
 ness and planning  
 

COCOA

Figure 2.2: Illustration of High-Level Value Chain Assessment in Ghana



Challenges and Opportunities

High Catastrophic Risks

As described earlier, agriculture is uniquely exposed 

(more than any other sector) to catastrophic events 

such as weather and disease. Financiers are equipped to 

handle risks and estimate default events in the general 

course of things, but are usually unable (even in develo-

ped markets) to handle the unpredictable and devasta-

ting. Th is is even more the case in developing markets, 

where the government often lacks the fi scal resources to 

redress the situation. At least in Australia where there 

might be a severe drought, or the US where a hurricane 

may strike, fi nancial institutions can reasonably hope 

that their core constituency of agricultural borrowers 

can receive signifi cant budgetary support to maintain 

viability until the situation normalises. Th is is not an 

expectation which African fi nancial institutions can 

assume. More likely would be a government decree to 

write-off  agricultural loans meaning they would bear an 

unreasonable burden.

Missing Agricultural Insurance Market

A closely related and inter-dependent issue is the lack of 

agricultural insurance to address the more »business as 

usual« risks to agriculture (and particularly producers) 

which bother fi nanciers. We contend that the rapidly 

developing insurance market in Africa is capable of de-

veloping innovative and robust products, but are not 

experiencing signifi cant levels of demand. It was a com-

mon complaint amongst some of the observers we met, 

that small producers do not really understand or value 

insurance. A typical story related to producers who ap-

proached insurers after their premium had expired, de-

manding a refund as they hadn’t felt the need to make a 

claim during the period.

It is also true to say, however, that it is a diffi  cult process 

to fi nd a product which really meets their needs. Perhaps 

there really would be a market for a truly reassuring pro-

duct, like Multi-Peril Crop Insurance or comprehensive 

herd insurance (which would provide cover to farmers 

for almost any eventuality), but local insurers fi nd it 

diffi  cult to take these policies onto their books. Consi-

der, the recent example of Pakistan, where the fi nancial 

impact of the devastation would presumably have wi-

ped out an insurance market off ering these products. 

Where these products exist in more developed markets, 

they are usually diversifi ed onto the reinsurance market 

and usually with government support. Niche indemnity 

products (like hail insurance in Europe for example) are 

bought tactically by farmers, to limit losses on a specifi c 

claim. For example, a typical product might cover gro-

wers during a certain growing period against a hailstorm 

or fi re. Th e risks would usually be well understood with 

many decades of excellent data to back up the insurer’s 

assumptions. Th ey are usually attached to a large ded-

uctible (i.e. excess) which prevents spurious claims and 

require a relatively sophisticated loss-adjustment pro-

cess (by which the insurer will often inspect and assess 

the damage in person) which would be very diffi  cult to 

replicate with small, emerging market farmers.

Certainly index-linked products may off er a solution 

to some specifi c problems, but it is likely that growth 

of these products will be organic, as they require quite 

signifi cant set-up costs in environments where the data 

environment is usually poor.

Poor or Missing Infrastructure

African agriculture generally suff ers from major com-

petitiveness constraints due to poor or missing infra-

structure. Th is includes road and rail transport, storage 

facilities, irrigation schemes, and access to power and 

telecommunications. It is not just producers which are 

aff ected of course, but also agribusiness. Th e extra cost, 

waste and delay incurred by constant power interrup-

tions and transport delays fundamentally diminish do-

mestic competitiveness. Clearly an agricultural strategy 

should identify these gaps, but public fi nances are often 

stretched to make the required investments. In additi-

on, the public sector sometimes lacks the technical and 

project management skills required to eff ectively deliver 

projects. In this case, governments should be looking 

at approaches to the mobilisation of private sector fi -

nance (and expertise) for infrastructure development, 

particularly through a PPP approach. Th is is as true for 
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agriculture as it is for any other sector. It is notable, as 

has been mentioned earlier, that the transformation in 

agriculture in markets in East Asia (particularly China) 

has been led by an emphasis on public spending in rural 

areas.

Limited Working Capital for Producers

For a number of reasons small producers fi nd it diffi  cult 

to access even small amounts of short-term credit from 

fi nancial institutions.  To be frank, small producers in 

Africa have a poor record for repaying loans. Sometimes 

this is a result of catastrophic environmental or econo-

mic conditions which have reduced capacity to repay, 

but there are often other factors at play as outlined be-

low.

Th e prominent role of state-directed credit is often cited 

as a negative factor. Under previous economic models, 

populist governments often forced state-owned and 

even private sector banks to lend to farmers, particular-

ly in countries where farmers en masse play a huge role 

in shaping political opinion. Governments were then 

often lobbied to cancel or write-off  these loans under 

political pressure, passing the losses onto the fi nanci-

al institutions. Financial institutions are therefore very 

wary of becoming embroiled in this type of situation 

again.

A secondary eff ect of this has been a weakening of the 

sense of responsibility from farmers, some of whom 

take a careless attitude towards their debts to fi nanci-

al institutions. Th is is particularly the case in countries 

where it is diffi  cult or expensive for fi nancial institu-

tions to sanction poor behaviour or to take and enforce 

collateral.

Finally, farmers can tend to be a diffi  cult market to ap-

proach from a marketing standpoint. Th ey are not well 

understood by fi nancial institutions, and more expen-

sive and time-consuming to address than other markets. 

Realistically, it is likely to be a long time before large 

commercial fi nancial institutions and small farmers are 

able to interact directly, so other models are required.

Under-Capitalised Agribusiness Sector

Most agricultural produce in Africa is not destined for 

processing in local factories. Rather it is processed at 

household level for domestic consumption or exported 

in raw form for processing overseas. Meanwhile imports 

of processed foods are rocketing to serve the needs of a 

booming, increasingly urbanised, and increasingly di-

versifi ed economy. Th e pattern of consumer buying be-

haviour (particularly amongst the higher income urban 

customers) is rapidly moving from local markets and 

kiosks to modern groceries and supermarkets.

It is no exaggeration to say that the groceries and super-

markets in Africa are dominated by imported produce. 

Th e situation is exemplifi ed by examples such as the im-

port of processed tomato products (e. g. paste and sau-

ces) into Ghana, a country with a thriving horticulture 

sub-sector producing fresh tomatoes for export. Ano-

ther is the import of fruit juice concentrate into Kenya, 

a country with a large surplus of wasted tree fruit.

Whilst the relative fairness and equity of international 

trade and competition is argued vociferously in the in-

ternational agenda, there is also little doubt that the sca-

le and competitiveness of African agribusiness is pretty 

woeful. A robust local agribusiness sector is vital for:

• Creating markets for domestic produce, resulting in

  improvements in the price and stability of demand;

• Supplying vital agricultural inputs such as fertiliser,

  pesticides, herbicides, and machinery;

• Improving employment options in both rural and ur-

 ban areas;

• Diversifying and expanding the tax base to support

 public fi nances; and

• Improving the balance of trade and reserves of hard

  currency.

Agribusiness in Africa must be transformed if it is to 

not only meet domestic needs, but also the needs of re-

gional and international markets. Whilst there are some 
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notable examples of the state attempting to substitute 

for private agribusiness (e. g. input supply in Ethiopia 

or the state-owned cocoa monopoly in Ghana), these 

are not the best long-term options and private sector 

engagement must be increased.

Importance of Outgrower Schemes 
and Contract Farming

Whilst traditional buyer-supplier relationships bet-

ween agriprocessors and producers can play an impor-

tant role, even more formalised relationships are often 

preferable to both parties. Contract farming is where 

a major agriprocessor cultivates a portfolio of prefer-

red suppliers, cementing the relationship with a for-

mal contract to buy production under mutually agreed 

terms and conditions (contract farming). Large com-

mercial farms can form alliances with small local pro-

ducers whereby they can provide practical support in 

the production cycle and consolidate produce to take 

advantage of the larger farm’s competitive advantage in 

marketing and logistics (outgrower scheme).

Both these approaches mean that the producer has ac-

cess to a guaranteed market and, on the demand-side, a 

predictable and stable source of supply is established. It 

may mean that one or the other may be marginally dis-

advantaged from one year to the next (if market prices 

move against them), but the stability of the relationship 

over the years tends to provide much greater rewards 

than relying on the vagaries of the markets.

Certainly, fi nanciers view these relationships very fa-

vourably, as they allow much more transparent future 

cash fl ows. However, as iterated previously, they rely on 

an environment where both parties honour the spirit 

and the letter of the agreement, rather than abando-

ning the contract in favour of some perceived short-

term gain.

Role of State in Value Chain Structure

One of the key criteria fi nanciers adopt when looking 

at the bankability of a value chain is a solid and predic-

table structure. Uncertainty and chaos are an anathema 

when assessing credit risk. Structure is radically impro-

ved by the involvement of a major agribusiness(es) pla-

yer in the market, either as processors or exporters, or 

even fi nancial markets. Th is includes monopolies and 

state-owned enterprises as well as, in Ethiopia for exa-

mple, the commodities market.

As consultants with expertise in private sector deve-

lopment, we are generally wary of the anti-competitive 

issues attached to such structures. However it was stri-

king (as was the case with cocoa in Ghana and cotton 

in Burkina Faso) how much fi nance could be raised on 

local and domestic markets through such counterpar-

ties.

Th e fact remains that bankers prefer parastatal coun-

terparties where they feel the risk is predictable and ac-

ceptable to a weak and unstructured private sector, no 

matter if it contrasts with their political and economic 

leanings. In an ideal world we would like to see in-

creased private sector participation in these institutions 

however, for the time being, they are much better than 

the alternative. It is notable that economies in Asia 

which have transformed their agricultural sectors show 

no such scruples about the overlap between public and 

private sector interests. Th e standard of public gover-

nance in most of these countries however, is comparab-

ly higher than that in many countries in Africa.

Lack of Integration in Wholesale 
Credit Markets

We contend that a diversifi ed and healthy fi nanci-

al sector is one in which both high-quality universal 

and niche fi nancial institutions can fl ourish by getting 

access to reasonably priced funding, and also the risk 

management approaches they need to manage their 

balance sheet. Th e situation varies widely, for examp-

le, Kenya has quite a well-developed inter-bank mar-

ket between the commercial banks, whilst fi nancial 

relationships between Ethiopian commercial banks is 

virtually absent. Regardless, access to the market for 

successful rural and small co-operative banks is limi-

ted. We believe that developing fi nancial relationships 
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between large commercial banks and smaller institu-

tions in rural areas is the logical fi rst step to deepening 

long-term relationships and strategic partnerships.

Lack of Producer Level Financial Data

As described earlier in the report, there is little objective 

fi nancial data on the small farm enterprise. Th is target 

market is too fragmented, diverse and nebulous to eff ec-

tively apply traditional fi nancial analysis techniques. In 

the long run, however, fi nancial institutions will need 

much more concrete data with which to segment the 

market, develop products, and make lending decisions.

Currently, many farmers only deal with a fi nancial in-

stitution with a view to obtaining credit. Th e fi nancial 

institution, therefore, only has one set of data on which 

to make decision. Farmers rarely open savings accounts 

voluntarily, and tend to operate their business on a cash 

basis. Th is also denies the fi nancial institution the op-

portunity to cross-sell other products to improve the 

overall profi tability of the customer.

Exacerbating the situation, is that many fi nancial insti-

tutions – particularly those smaller ones in rural areas 

– do not have the IT systems or analytical capacity to 

really extract the full value from customer transaction 

behaviour.

Interventions

Development of PPP Catastrophic 
Risk Reinsurance Pool

Th e feasibility remains to be tested, yet it is our view 

that agricultural fi nance would benefi t greatly from 

a reinsurance pool through which insurers or bank-

assurers could diversify and limit losses on insurance 

products covering catastrophic risks. Th ere are many 

diff erent models operating around the world, but all 

eff ectively have the same end in mind. Th ey leverage 

the private sector’s skills to develop products and accept 

some risk, whilst relying on state funds to cover truly 

exceptional circumstances.

Technical Assistance in the Develop-
ment of Innovative Insurance Products

Insurance markets in several of the countries were de-

veloping rapidly, with substantial growth in the scope 

of products available for both retail and business custo-

mers. It is anticipated that, where the environment is 

conducive, the opportunities in the insurance industry 

in many parts of Africa will continue to grow and mar-

kets deepen.

In relation to agricultural insurance, however, under-

writing appetite is not so strong. Agriculture is exposed 

to highly correlated risks which are currently diffi  cult to 

diversify, and catastrophic events which are diffi  cult to 

predict and quantify. Th e situation is not helped by the 

often poor data environment in relation to agricultural 

performance and environmental factors.

Th ose looking for a »magic bullet« in relation to agri-

cultural insurance are likely to be disappointed. Niche 

indemnity products are diffi  cult to develop and distri-

bute for small producers, and the latent demand still 

seems to be low. Th ere are very intriguing experiments 

underway in some emerging markets in the use of in-

dex-based insurance (e. g. rainfall indicators) for crops, 

livestock mortality statistics, and even the potential use 

of satellite imagery to determine the levels of dryness 

of the land. Th ese should be explored and the potenti-
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al for cross-fertilisation into other markets examined. 

However, much more so than credit or equity markets, 

agricultural insurance is the product of intense custo-

misation to local circumstances and demand. Demand 

could be stimulated compulsorily, through the mandato-

ry »bundling« of loan insurance along with the loan, ho-

wever it still requires that the product is well tailored and 

priced. Signifi cantly more work in this area is required.

Technical PPP Advice for the Deve-
lopment of Infrastructure

Th e competitiveness of African agriculture is badly 

hampered by the lack of decent public infrastructure 

(and sometimes also services). Th is includes:

• Road and rail transport;

• Air- and seaports;

• Warehousing and cool storage;

• Irrigation and commercial water supply;

• Power and energy;

• Telecommunications;

• Services such inspection and certifi cation, genetic

  propagation and distribution, ploughing and clea-

 ring, and extension services.

Of course fi nancing and managing the development 

and delivery of major projects is very stretching. Th e use 

of Private-Public Partnerships (PPP) is a way of mobili-

sing private sector fi nance and expertise for the delivery 

of public sector targets and objectives.

We are slightly worried that the term is becoming 

slightly »stretched« to encompass any private-public 

sector engagement whatsoever, which begins to render 

it slightly meaningless. In banking and fi nance, a PPP 

is a quite particular type of deal structure. It does not 

extend in our view, to straightforward procurement or 

outsourcing activities.

PPP can be complex and risky, but executed well can 

radically increase public sector capacity. Generally it 

will need signifi cant legal changes to allow governments 

(both national, regional, and local) to take on the kind 

of long-term warranties and guarantees, and to issue the 

type of concessions which are required to fully exploit 

the PPP model.

Specialist advice could be provided to the public sector 

wishing to explore PPP arrangements, in terms of iden-

tifying opportunities, soliciting interest and proposals, 

and developing a solid deal structure. It may that legal 

reform is also required in order to facilitate these arran-

gements.

Supplier/Buyer Finance for Expansion 
of Working Capital to Producers 

Producers lack two kinds of fi nance, long-term capi-

tal required for investment in capital items and infra-

structure required to maintain and improve long-term 

competitiveness, and short-term fi nance called working 

capital for day-to-day operating expenses such as input 

supply.

By their very nature, fi nancial institutions are more 

reluctant to lend long-term compared to short-term. 

Long-term lending means exposure to risks in the futu-

re which are less well understood than those in the short 

term. In addition, fi nancial institutions have their own 

regular cash or liquidity commitments to meet (e. g. de-

positors withdrawing cash or regulators requiring cash 

deposits for regulatory reasons), so they prefer a pool 

of small, short-term loans that get repaid on a regular 

basis, rather than larger, long-term commitments which 

mean cash is tied up.

Given the negative reputation of agriculture in the 

minds of fi nanciers already, the idea of mobilising major 

amounts of long-term fi nance for producers is probably 

too much of a challenge at this stage. More attractive 

would be the idea of expanding access to working ca-

pital. In this case, fi nanciers prefer supplier or buyer 

fi nance, because they have a larger intermediary stan-

ding between them and the customer providing them 
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with both comfort and lower credit distribution costs. 

From a comfort point of view, input suppliers guarantee 

that the loan is being used for the right purposes (i.e. 

the purchase of their inputs) and buyers are providing 

a more certain off -take market. Indeed, to incentivise 

the input suppliers and buyers further, they should be 

expected to shoulder some of the default risk.

Perhaps development agencies can facilitate the uptake 

of such arrangements, either through the provision of 

technical assistance, or the contribution to a buyer/sup-

plier fi nance guarantee fund to share some of the credit 

risks. Similar approaches could be adopted for out-gro-

wer schemes and contract farming arrangements.

Equity Investment for Development of 
Agribusiness 

To some extent, we feel that perhaps the most direct 

route to strengthening the agribusiness sector (inclu-

ding both input suppliers as well as produce buyers) 

is through direct equity investment rather than credit, 

particularly in relation to SMEs. Bankers are concerned 

about the relatively low levels of investor risk capital in 

the sector generally, and the lack of professional ma-

nagement and technical skills. Working on the assump-

tion that high-potential opportunities can be found, 

and current ownership can be induced to accept the 

necessary concessions in return for additional capital, 

this can simultaneously reduce the fi nancial risk profi le 

of the business whilst also introducing improved gover-

nance and better management.

International Financial Institutions and private inve-

stors could combine to create an agricultural VC fund, 

especially focused on value addition agriprocessing in 

attractive value chains. Th e aim of the fund would be 

to make a return for investors through the assumption 

of equity risk and the adoption of an active manage-

ment approach. Th is indirectly addresses access to credit 

by strengthening balance sheets and enhancing growth 

prospects.
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Athena Foods

Athena Foods is a locally-owned juicer of both 
citrus and pineapple, for the domestic market 
(where it is building its brand) and the interna-
tional market where the juice is exported in bulk 
and unbranded. After a series of inter-related 
management and fi nancial problems, the owner 
fi nally invited a private equity fi rm to make a 
major investment and help restructure the busi-
ness. A new professional management team is 
being appointed in anticipation of the deal, and 
the strategy reviewed. The company is looking to 
grow the business and is seeking opportunities 
for further fi nance. It would very much welcome 
access to the ability to leverage a supplier 
fi nance guarantee, to help cement relationships 
with producers.

Athena sources its produce from about 50 diffe-
rent farmers, which results in exports of about 
four containers a month. Farmers are basically 
paid cash on delivery and Athena assumes that 
they use their own resources and rural banks to 
fi nance production. Athena would like to work 
with key suppliers in helping them boost their 
procuction in line with Athena´s planned expan-
sion.

Figure 2.3: Case Study of Equity Investment in Agribusiness



Finance for other Agricultural Value 
Chain Enablers  

In almost all cases, the value chain competitiveness was 

aff ected by what we might call »enablers« – e. g. the ancil-

lary goods and services that support the timely and cost-

eff ective movement of produce through the value chain 

from producer to consumer. Clearly we can think of some 

obvious ones which are usually identifi ed in a typical va-

lue chain map – for example, hauliers who provide trans-

port services, or warehouse operators who provide storage 

services. Yet, despite their importance to the value chain, 

they rarely seem to get much attention from development 

agencies. Another common complaint we heard was the 

diffi  culty of obtaining and cost of packaging materials 

– most of which appear to be imported from Asia. It is 

likely that investors and lenders would fi nd customers 

in these sectors more attractive than those who are com-

pletely exposed to specifi c agricultural value chains. Th e 

dilemma for development agencies, of course, is that it is 

signifi cantly more diffi  cult to control the direction of in-

vestment or credit in relation to agricultural development, 

and to monitor the subsequent impact.

Deepen Credit Markets and Develo-
ping Financial Sector Relationships

Ultimately, we believe that successfully addressing the 

demand for agricultural fi nance will require a mix of in-

stitutions, and that diversity in the fi nancial sector is a 

strength. Rather than competition between fi nancial in-

stitutions to address agriculture, we are more likely to see 

co-operation. Commercial banks have the strong balance 

sheet and liquidity required for mobilising signifi cant vo-

lumes of fi nance, whilst co-operative and rural banks have 

a more appropriate distribution network.

Fostering relationships between commercial banks and 

co-operative institutions is hardly revolutionary; it is a 

fundamental of the co-operative banking system. Th e co-

operative banking apex structure is not the only way to 

achieve the same result, however. A liquid wholesale credit 

market for domestic fi nancial institutions can work in a 

number of ways.

Commercial banks may need technical assistance on de-

veloping a local fi nancial institutions (FI) portfolio, and 

perhaps some credit enhancements might also be eff ective 

in catalysing this market. Development agencies may give 

some thought to the establishment of rural FI partial gua-

rantee scheme to this end. Th rough this they would agree 

to guarantee to refund some of the losses on lending port-

folios to eligible rural banks or co-operatives. In the longer 

term, it is hoped that relationships might deepen beyond 

purely credit, to strategic and marketing partnerships of 

many diff erent kinds. Again, fi nancial sector participants 

may need strategic advice and assistance in developing and 

implementing these models in the future.

Support Formalisation of Financial
Activity

Eff orts to improve the formalisation of fi nancial activity 

are vital in the long-term goal to open access to credit for 

small producers. During this study, we have talked relen-

tlessly about access to fi nance, and little about the need 

for savings and transaction products. Th is is a limit on 

the scope of the assignment, not to under-estimate the 

importance of these initiatives.

Quite apart from the more obvious benefi ts of encoura-

ging savings (e. g. household economic security), savings 

provide liquidity for the local banking system, and also an 

opportunity to generate additional revenue. Also, a custo-

mer with a strong record for saving is much more viable 

credit proposition than one who is only approaching the 

bank for credit services.

Furthermore, formalisation of cash fl ow through use of 

current accounts and transaction services (perhaps mobile 

banking or ATM/POS systems) is another revenue stream 

for the banks, as well as valuable pool of information on 

which to make lending decisions. Behavioural account 

analysis is an established way to monitor the cash fl ows 

of a customer, estimate the earning capacity, and to credit 

score loan applications. Initiatives to support this forma-

lisation are linked to fi nancial literacy, but also marketing 

and product development for fi nancial institutions, and 

also the implementation of the IT systems and analytical 

capacity to make use of the data.
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Clearly the agricultural and fi nancial sectors do not 

exists in a vacuum, and there are many »external« 

factors which have a major impact on the sectors them-

selves and how they interact. When addressing the topic, 

it is very important to be conscious of these issues as they 

have a major impact on the potential success of initiatives 

to improve access to fi nance. Market participants will be 

very alive to these issues and, more than most regions, the-

re are serious institutional and policy challenges in Africa 

which are preventing growth of agricultural fi nance.

At a sector-level, we even made an attempt to categorise 

these factors, and adopted a consistent framework across 

the country studies to aid comparability. Th is framework 

was exemplifi ed in the set of »dashboards« we developed 

for each country, summarising the key factors which we 

grouped under the headings of Agricultural Sector, Fi-

nancial Sector, and Business Environment (which incor-

porated some of the cross-cutting factors which do not 

fi t easily into either the agricultural or fi nancial sector 

perspectives). According to the GIZ approach, we have 

grouped these factors under Macro-, Meso-, and Micro-

Level sub-headings to provide structure, with the excep-

tion of Business Environment, which we felt would have 

been unnecessarily fussy. An example is shown in fi gure 

3.1 with the full set of dashboards for the fi nancial and 

agricultural sectors in Annexes 1 and 2.

Th ere are obviously drawbacks to this approach as, at a 

country level, the reports are not precisely tailored to the 

specifi c circumstances of the subject, and may over- or 

under-emphasise particular factors which may not be ne-

cessarily warranted. However, the overall objective of the 

study was to develop a relatively common set of factors 

which policy-makers and development specialists could 

examine to help identify particular sector-wide challenges 

and opportunities.

A very brief summary of the high level review of the 

enabling environment for each country is provided in fi -

gure 3.2. It is clearly impossible to give justice to a quite 

complex set of inter-related factors in this summary re-

port, so we refer you to the underlying studies for more 

detail on our fi ndings and rationale.
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Burkina Faso is an extremely poor and food 
insecure country. It suffers from natural 
competitive disadvantages through scarcity 
of water, transport challenges (i. e. lack of 
coastline), and insect borne infection. The 
country is hugely dependent on its compara-
tive advantage in cotton production, though 
slumps in market prices have even left this 
industry vulnerable.

$ 178 2.7 % 235

Average
agricultural
value added
per worker

% Annual
growth in 

value added
agriculture

Rural
population 
density per

 sq km

Figure 3.1: Sample Dashboard Design
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Burkina Faso´s inability to reduce economic dependence on cotton is a major challenge. The 
country requires major investment to overcome some of the intrinsic challenges to competi-
tiveness such as water scarcity and transport difficulties.

Leadership
The MAHRH has set up policy co-ordination mechanisms but implementation of 
policy still seems to be poor.

There are plenty of strategies and policies in place, but little in the way of tan-
gible implementation plans and performance measurement.

Legislative and
Policy Develop-
ment

The state seems effective in formalising policy, but the process of implementation
is weak and could be affected by the new decentralisation process.

Burkina Faso has a high budget allocation to agriculture, much of which is pro-
vided by development partners, however. 

Budget 
Allocation

Strategy
Development

Macro-Level

Burkina Faso has a wide range of players in the agricultural sector, and has made 
significant progress in embedding a structure for producer organisations. Clearly 
capacity of some of this players is quite weak, however.

Parastatal 
Organisations

There are a large number of parastatal an academic institutions but under-
investment and lack of co-ordination have hampered effectiveness. 

A lot of progress has been made in establishing an effective structure for 
producer organisations, but may still lack financial sustainability.

The Development
Community

As an ultra-poor country, Burkina Faso receives a great deal of donor attention,
some of which is not well co-ordinated, however. 

Aside from cotton, and a number of other small exceptions, agriprocessing is 
basically absent. There are traders, of course, and some small input suppliers, too.

Agribusiness

Producer 
Organisations

Meso-Level

Micro-Level
Agricultural production in Burkina Faso is basically at subsistence levels, and in dire need
of drastic improvements in yields and the development of a culture of modern commercial 
farming. Most farmers do not even have access to animal traction, let alone more modern
agronomic practices.

Producer Viability
Farmers tend to have very small plots of land and are basically subsistence farmers.
There is a small population of farmers with slightly larger landholdings, however.

Access to Inputs
Aside from the cotton sub-sector, access to inputs for Burkina Faso farmers is
very poor indeed.

Water and 
Irrigation

Despite variability in rainfall, Burkina Faso has access to significant water
resources. The potential for expanding of irrigation is a major priority.

Extension services exist but tend to have low levels of uptake in terms of new
technology. The scope of extension services has reduced over time.

Poor performance, largely as a result and consequence of lack of integration
into international markets, and poor value chain structure.

Agricultural Ex-
tension Services

Agricultural 
Standards, Pests
and Disease



Burkina Faso

Financial Sector: Red/Amber                    Agricultural Sector: Red 

Burkina Faso was one of the poorer countries under study. More than any other country under study 
we felt that it suffered from one of the greatest degrees of geographic and environmental obstacles. 
It is a dry country, land-locked, and with an endemic 
tse-tse fl y problem. Burkina Faso faces very big intrinsic 
hurdles in relation to agricultural competitiveness. It is, 
however, Sub-Saharan Africa’s largest cotton producer 
and the industry is a strategic one for the country. Unfor-
tunately cotton prices have slumped somewhat in recent 
years, which has thrown the local industry into crisis.

The fi nancial sector is currently very small, though open-
ness to regional markets through its membership of UE-
MOA means that foreign banks are gradually expanding their presence. One of the local credit co-
operative unions has a strong rural network, and provides some very limited short-term fi nance to 
producers.

The benefi ts of UEMOA membership also need to be considered in light of Burkina’s low regional com-
petitiveness. This means that local produce is often disadvantaged compared with regional imports. 
Indeed, Burkina’s major export is people, and the value of remittances from Burkinabe’s working in 
neighbouring countries is major contributor to GDP.
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Ghana

Financial Sector: Amber/Green                    Agricultural Sector: Red/Amber 

Ghana has a relatively modern commercial banking sector, and a growing network of rural banks. 
The commercial banks are, predictably, oriented towards retail and corporate banking (particularly 
in relation to Ghana’s booming oil and gas, and mining 
industries, as well as growing manufacturing, retail, and 
services markets).

Producers are not typically well organised, though suc-
cessful producer associations seem to be accessing 
decent amounts of working capital from rural banks. 
Agriprocessing is generally weak in Ghana, however, 
which weakens value chains overall. The exception is 
cocoa, in which Ghana is the world’s number 2 exporter.

The policy environment is generally supportive of pro-growth initiatives in agriculture, though im-
plementation seems to be a struggle. Again, land reform is a major issue in Ghana. One of the ma-
jor hurdles Ghana faces is macro-economic imbalances leading to very high domestic interest rates.
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Figure 3.2: Brief Summary of Country Study Findings

Kenya

Financial Sector: Amber/Green                    Agricultural Sector: Red/Amber 

Kenya was one of the more developmentally advanced countries under study. It has a relatively large 
and advanced fi nancial sector. Never-the-less, fi nanciers are still wary of the risks of the agricultural 
sector, and tend to focus on growing mass-market retail 
franchises, and large corporate enterprises in manufac-
turing, retail, trading, and services.

Kenya does have some striking examples, however, of 
some relatively competitive agricultural value chains 
such as coffee, tea, horticulture, and fl oriculture. The-
se are usually underpinned by large commercial farms 
which have access to major export markets. Most of the 
large commercial banks have specialist units focused on 
banking these customers. Smaller producers, however, fi nd it much more diffi cult to access fi nance. 
Rural areas, however, are served by a network of co-operative banks which can provide outreach, 
though are generally under-capitalised.

The policy and business environment is broadly supportive of agricultural fi nance, with the exception 
of land reform, which is an on-going political issue in Kenya, yet to be addressed comprehensively.

Ethiopia

Financial Sector: Red/Amber                    Agricultural Sector: Red/Amber 

Ethiopia is still very much a centrally planned economy, with a state-dominated fi nancial sector and 
strong direct and indirect affi liations between politics and business in almost all areas. Its highly re-
gulated economy suffers from acute economic imbalances 
and, currently, credit growth is inhibited by caps put in 
place by the National Bank in order to control infl ation. 
No foreign capital is permitted in the banking sector, 
and private banks are not permitted to access foreign 
currency credit lines. Overall, the fi nancial sector is in 
a pretty poor state, though sponsorship of the Ethiopian 
Commodity Exchange seems to have added some struc-
ture to key commodity markets. Small producers can 
typically access small amounts of short-term credit from 
large state-owned MFIs.

Agriculture is generally dominated by small-holders, though there are a population of commercial 
farmers. The availability of arable land is something that government is keen to exploit through long-
term leases to large commercial farming enterprises from overseas. This is usually contingent on the 
lease-holder investing in agricultural infrastructure for the common good. Typically, agricultural value 
chains are weak, with extremely limited agriprocessing for value addition. Producer organisation is 
also very poor.
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Challenges and Opportunities

Regional Integration 

Th e increasing importance of creating regional free mar-

kets to encourage specialisation, competitive advantage, 

and trade in agriculture became clear during the study. 

Th e regional trade agreements of East (COMESA) and 

West (WAEMU) Africa also have a vital role in creating 

large, diverse, and increasingly well-off  consumer mar-

ket for regional produce.

Eff orts to improve the free movement of capital also 

encourage intra-regional investment, especially in agri-

business. It is also clear that it may take some countries 

a signifi cant amount of time to reduce net imports of 

food to a level which gives them a degree of security, 

largely due to large populations and low agricultural 

productivity. In this case, the free movement of labour 

can encourage migration within the region to areas of 

labour shortage, reducing economic burdens and incre-

asing the value of remittances.

Along with regional integration comes the risk of in-

creased competition from regional competitors. Th is 

is already becoming a feature of some of the markets 

studied, especially in areas close to national borders. 

However, the focus of this study is on policy options to 

improve access to fi nance with a view to developing the 

agricultural sector in Africa as a whole, not approaches 

to protection of uncompetitive production. Th erefore, 

we must recognise the benefi t of more open regional 

and continental markets, and support policy initiatives 

with this goal in mind.

Naturally it is also vital that the requisite infrastructure 

exists (e. g. road and rail networks, air- and seaports, 

warehouses and inspection services etc) to support cost-

eff ective transport of produce. Th e role of supra-natio-

nal policy makers is clearly very important in shaping 

a co-ordinated approach to infrastructure development 

to support agricultural trade.

Financial Sector Liberalisation

Th e positive impact of fi nancial sector liberalisation on 

credit expansion seemed very evident during the course 

of the study. Ghana and Kenya have been relatively li-

beralised for some years and are host to some of the 

continent’s biggest and most sophisticated fi nancial in-

stitutions. Burkina Faso has a very small fi nancial sector 

base, though liberalisation accompanying its member 

of WAEMU has seen a rapid injection of new capital, 

the entry of new players, and the expansion of credit. 

Ethiopia is the exception, where the fi nancial sector is 

predominantly state-owned, and is seeing real problems 

in its fi nancial sector.

Political involvement in the pricing and/ or allocation 

of credit seems inevitably disastrous and should be avo-

ided at all costs. Th is is not to say that a depoliticised, 

well-managed, state-owned development bank is not 

an asset. Unfortunately, successful examples were not 

in evidence in the markets studied. Political governance 

needs to be of a quite high standard to avoid the exces-

sive politicisation and sometimes abuse of state-owned 

enterprises.

Th ree of the four countries under study had made sub-

stantial eff orts over recent decades to liberalise and pri-

vatise their fi nancial sectors. We believe that this has 

been a substantial catalyst for the growth of a signifi -

cantly larger and more eff ective fi nancial sector, particu-

larly in Kenya and Ghana. Such policies include:

• Th e abandonment of policy instruments such as cre-

 dit and interest rate caps, and directed lending;

• Th e reduction of the state as a competitive force in

  fi nancial markets through exit of stakes in commer-

 cial fi nancial institutions;

• Th e wind-up or reform of poorly managed 

 or politically directed development banks; and

• Openness to entry of foreign fi nancial institutions.
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Budget Allocation and Public Finance 
Management

One of the key indicators of successful agricultural 

development policy is the level of budget allocation. 

All sub-Saharan African countries have signed up to 

the Comprehensive African Agriculture Development 

Programme (CAADP) which targets an allocation of 

10% of public expenditure to agriculture. Th is does 

not seem hugely ambitious considering the high level 

of economic contribution agriculture makes to many 

African countries, yet we are aware of only fi ve coun-

tries which have achieved this so far. Th ese include two 

of the countries under study, Ghana and Burkina Faso, 

though Ethiopia was expected to reach this target soon. 

It is, however, diffi  cult to compare countries fairly given 

the lack of a very clear framework for eff ectively catego-

rising public spending.

Our studies reveal two potential traps however. Firstly, 

in the case of Burkina Faso, the budget is largely sup-

ported through grants and loans from development 

agencies, making it ultimately unsustainable. Ghana was 

noted for the diffi  culty it faced in converting increased 

spending on agriculture into economic results. Perhaps 

the situation in Ethiopia is indicative, where there were 

signifi cant defi ciencies in the fi nancial and economic 

analysis of spending options, and also fi nancial gover-

nance (and monitoring and control frameworks), parti-

cularly in the regional and local governments.

National Agricultural Strategy, Coor-
dination and Implementation

In most countries we found that the coordination, de-

velopment, and implementation of agricultural strategy 

is not optimised. In general, the published strategies 

were fi lled with sound refl ections on past experience 

and pointed to very positive directions in the future, 

but detail, specifi cally in respect of tangible action plans 

and targets, was missing. Also, it was not clear in some 

countries, how the respective Ministry of Agriculture 

or equivalent intended to co-ordinate their approach 

with other public bodies. Th is is particularly vital in 

relation to agriculture where there is a great deal of 

overlap between Ministries responsible for creating the 

enabling environment. Th is is important to fi nanciers. 

If they have confi dence about the direction and effi  cacy 

of public spending in relation to agriculture, it makes it 

much easier for them to plan their strategies and syner-

gise with the public sector.

Ideally a country should have a challenging yet realistic 

agricultural development strategy. In many ways it ma-

kes sense to separate the rural livelihoods agenda from 

that of commercial agricultural development, though 

clearly the two approaches must be very well co-ordi-

nated.

From the point of view of fi nanciers, an agricultural 

development strategy should be underpinned by com-

mercial realities and specifi cally identify the sub-sectors 

with high potential. High potential sub-sectors fall into 

two categories: exportable produce in which the coun-

try has a strategic competitive advantage either regio-

nally or globally, or those in which there is currently 

or could be a major local market and/ or potential for 

import substitution.

Th e strategy should go on to detail the policy measures 

and investments the public sector will commit to in 

order to improve competitiveness in these sub-sectors. 

Naturally it is vital that readers from the fi nancial sector 

should be able to place some faith in these promises. 

Th ere also appear to be some serious skills defi ciencies 

in project analysis and implementation in the public 

sector. Th is seriously aff ects implementation and fi scal 

accountability. Th e development of specifi c and tangi-

ble deadlines, targets, and measures of success may pro-

vide some greater level of confi dence.

Land Tenure 

Th e issue of land tenure is one of great political and 

cultural sensitivity in many parts of Africa. In brief, in 

many circumstances in Africa, private ownership of ag-

ricultural land does not exist in the sense that we would 

understand it in developed countries. Use and title to 

land are often underpinned by customary systems at vil-

lage level where land tends to be viewed as a more com-
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munal asset, to be allocated at the discretion and favour 

of village leadership (e. g. chief, clan head, elders etc).

Some other countries have experienced Marxist revo-

lutions and nationalised all private agricultural land, 

whilst others are attempting to reconcile current land 

ownership (often crystallised during colonisation) with 

competing claims from diff erent stakeholders.

Basically, it is relatively rare for a small farmer to be 

able to claim absolute title to his land and to dispose of 

it freely. Th is has two knock-on eff ects. Firstly it tends 

to inhibit long-term investment in the improvement of 

land. If a farmer has little security that the land will 

remain his asset and the asset of his descendants in per-

petuity, then there is little incentive to take the long 

view. Secondly, the land does not tend to make very 

good collateral. Th ere is doubt about the title-holder’s 

rights to pledge the land, and what rights and responsi-

bilities would accrue to a charge-holder if security was 

enforced. Add this to a slow, unpredictable, expensive 

and often corrupt legal system and it is unsurprising 

that banks do not view charges on agricultural land as 

good security.

Often they will seek to take a charge anyway, with a 

view to at least holding some leverage with the borro-

wer, but they rarely expect to be able to recover losses 

through the actual seizure and sale of property.

Th e agricultural system of much of the developed world 

is underpinned by the private ownership of land, the 

right to pledge this land, and the practical enforcement 

of this charge in the case of default. To imagine that a 

revolution in agricultural fi nance for small farmers can 

occur in the absence of land reform is naïve.

Legal Rights and Responsibilities

Binding contracts can be used between value chain par-

ticipants to build relationships, particularly between 

producers and buyers. Indeed, the presence of a valid 

off -take contract for a producer is a signifi cant factor 

could ordinarily be considered as a signifi cant plus 

when making a credit decision.

Whilst many development practitioners point to the 

availability of unsecured fi nance to farmers in develo-

ped countries as an example that can be replicated in 

developing countries, it must be understood that the 

business and legal culture and environment is very dif-

ferent in Africa. Th e observance and enforcement of 

contracts is generally much weaker, and there are much 

more limited incentives and sanctions geared towards 

engendering fi nancially responsible behaviour, especial-

ly on the part of producers.

Value of Extension Services

We believe that strong extension services play a vital 

role in improving the bankability of agricultural value 

chains. Indeed, commercial bankers themselves ex-

pressed to us directly and unprompted, that they see the 

supply of such services as a prerequisite to their interest 

in a particular sub-sector.

Th ey were particularly interested where international 

NGOs and development agencies were focused on brin-

ging transformative new technologies and agronomic 

approaches that had been thoroughly researched and 

tested. It was felt that the commitment of such agenci-

es to eff ective implementation, and the high calibre of 

the personnel involved provided some comfort to the 

fi nanciers.

Rightly or wrongly, the fi nancial sector had low levels 

of confi dence in either the technical or management 

abilities of most small-scale producers. Th ey also felt 

that most lacked the entrepreneurial attitude required 

for long-term success, and that there were inherent dif-

ferences of understanding around the respective rights 

and responsibilities of creditors and lenders.

Th erefore the ideal extension programme (from an ag-

ricultural fi nance perspective) also tackles educational 

and cultural barriers to business (e. g. fi nancial edu-

cation, literacy, business ethics), as well as focuses re-

sources on producers with the personal characteristics 

required for success. Financiers like an extension pro-

gramme which fi lters producers so that they have access 

to a pool of signifi cantly higher potential.
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Merely having an extension programme is not enough 

of itself. It needs to be one which has a good record 

in successfully transforming the practices of its target 

group. Demand-led approaches seem to have a much 

higher uptake than others.

Research and Development

Every country studied appeared to have a wide range of 

agricultural research and development institutions. It is 

beyond the competence of the consultants to assess the 

effi  cacy of these institutions, though anecdotal evidence 

and secondary research suggested that many suff ered 

from chronic fi nancing and human resources challen-

ges. However, it did appear that many of these institu-

tions were producing high-quality outputs, for exam-

ple in the form of higher yielding and disease resistant 

genetic varieties, and improved agronomic practices. 

It was felt that even more benefi t could be gained if 

stronger links were developed between African research 

institutes and leading international peers.

Th e real breakdown appeared to be the failure in the 

dissemination of these improved technologies, even 

when integrated with extension services. Adoption of 

new and improved varieties was generally poor. Th ere 

seems to a real role for the private sector here, in a niche 

area of agribusiness, notably the propagation and dis-

tribution of improved genetic varieties of animals and 

plants.

Weak Producer Organisations

It is diffi  cult to under emphasise the importance of 

strong producer organisations in improving the »struc-

ture« of agricultural sub-sectors. Th e most common 

form is the agricultural co-operative. Th ese organisa-

tions enable producers to collaborate in the marketing, 

and sometimes processing of produce, by leveraging sy-

nergies and economies of scale. Th ey can also provide 

an eff ective conduit for cost-eff ective access to inputs, 

extension services, and even fi nancial services.

Producer organisations need to be fi nancially sustaina-

ble and controlled by members. Th ey also usually need 

to be networked or linked in some sort of hierarchical 

structure, which allows the creation of a body of profes-

sional management and expert staff  at some level. Th e 

culture of producers needs to emphasise the importance 

of collective behaviour and co-operation, and to be sup-

ported by the social and fi nancial incentives and sanc-

tions which supports this behaviour.

From a fi nancial sector standpoint, reaching individu-

al small-scale producers is diffi  cult, and often a more 

appropriate counterparty is the producer organisation 

or co-operative. Agribusiness is also usually happy to 

deal with an intermediary institution, either in terms of 

input supply or the purchase of produce.

Building and professionalising these institutions is an 

important building block. It is very diffi  cult to achie-

ve proactively however. Interventions by development 

agencies and government to catalyse the creation of 

specifi c institutions have not met with great degrees of 

success. Often these have been incentivised by access to 

certain benefi ts or credits and, once these have been ex-

ploited, tend to disintegrate. Th e strongest institutions 

are those which have developed organically, on the ini-

tiative of members at a grass roots level, because they see 

and understand the long-term benefi ts of co-operating 

around a wide range of producer activities.

Th is tends to manifest itself in homogeneity inside the 

small producer groups or co-operatives which make up 

the system. Th e strongest and most stable groups tend 

to be those where the members are engaged in the same 

production, have strong local familial and social ties, 

and are of very similar social and economic status. It 

is in these groups where the social pressure to conform 

to group norms is most acute. Groups which appear to 

have been »captured« by local political or social elites 

seem to have real problems with governance at all levels.
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The co-operative movement in dairy farming is 
relatively strong. Farmers deliver their milk to 
collection centres, where it is cooled, bulked and 
transported for better prices.

They will often provide access to farm inputs for 
members, taking advantage of their bulk buying 
capacity. Sometimes these are provided on credit.

Some dairy co-operatives have moved into major 
value addition, with at least two establishing 
national brands.

They also provide extension services and/or work 
with partners to facilitate access to agrovet 
expertise (e. g. artifi cial insemination, zero-grazing 
units, biogas etc.).

Figure 3.3: Profi le of Dairy Co-operative 

Githunguri Dairy Farmer´s Co-Operative Society 
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Limited Understanding/Appetite for 
Agriculture in Financial Institutions

Agricultural fi nance is a diffi  cult business, and this situ-

ation is underpinned by a general lack of appetite from 

commercial fi nancial institutions. Th is situation is rein-

forced by several factors:

• there is usually a distinct lack of reliable, regular

  and timely statistical information on the sector col-

 lected by both the public sector and value chain

  participants, presented in a readily accessible format; 

 and

• there is a lack of high quality, micro-economic and

 sub-sector analysis of agricultural performance, mar-

 ket participants, and the outlook for the future

It might be argued that the banks should produce this 

themselves, but why should they when other sectors 

make a real eff ort to collect and analyse data on their 

behalf.

Interventions

Support to the Public Sector  

Specifi cally advice pertaining to:

• Increasing regional integration and free movement of 

 goods, capital, and labour

• Creating a positive investment climate for the attrac-

 tion foreign capital for both agribusiness and fi nanci-

 al sector expansion

• Increasing security of private land tenure and rights

  to develop, sell, transfer, or pledge property

• Financial sector liberalisation

Technical assistance in:

• Developing inter-ministerial co-ordination and

 planning

• Developing the ministerial budgeting and budget 

 planning process

• Developing pro-growth agricultural strategies orien-

 ted towards commercialisation of agriculture

• Approaches to improving competitiveness of agricul-

 tural value chains

• PPP structures and working with the private sector

• Project fi nancial and non-fi nancial appraisal and ana-

 lysis

• Project and change management skills and ap-

 proaches 

• Implement eff ective land and collateral registers

• Improving operation of commercial courts, and the

 cost-eff ective and timely enforcement of creditors 

 rights 

• Agricultural data collection and statistical analysis
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Figure 3.4: Profi le of Commodity Exchange 

Case Study: Ethiopian Commodity Exchange

The Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX) is an initiative sponsored by the Ethiopian government 
to better regulate and more effi ciently trade major agricultural commodities. The exchange is 
currently trading a number of commodities (of which coffee is only the most important) and 
hopes to move into sesame in due course. The government has mandated that all trade in cer-
tain commodities must be directed through the exchange so it is effectively a monopoly. Buying 
and selling members buy a seat on the exchange, and the exchange also takes a margin on all 
trade, which underpins operating costs. The ECX has a network of warehouses throughout the 
country where produce can be stored securely, and correctly measured and graded. On the basis 
of a receipt from the issuing warehouse, a seller can then instruct his agent to make a deal in 
the open outcry market. The buyer can then collect the specifi c produce from the warehouse on 
production of the required paperwork. The ECX is one of the few functioning commodity markets 
in Africa.
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Commodity Markets 

Th ere are very few functioning commodity markets in 

Africa, with one of the notable exceptions being Ethio-

pia, where a state-sponsored initiative mandates that the 

majority of trade in major commodities passes through 

the exchange. It is a good way for Ethiopia to regulate 

the trade in these commodities, but also provides signi-

fi cant structure to the market. On the back of this initi-

ative the exchange has begun to off er warehouse receipts 

to help fi nance the trade fl ows in certain value chains. 

An ancillary benefi t is the development of strong quali-

ty control and certifi cation standards at ECX facilities. 

Th is is necessary to give traders the assurance that they 

are getting what they pay for. Th is has had the eff ect of 

immediately rewarding those traders with strong, high 

quality supply line. Previously, the value of Ethiopian 

produce had been spoiled by unethical practice among-

st value chain participants, but now it is much more 

diffi  cult to get away with.

It can be diffi  cult to reconcile the government owner-

ship of what would ordinarily be considered a private 

sector function. However, in an imperfect world, it cer-

tainly seems to have a lot of promise. Th e Ethiopian 

government has undertaken to transfer ownership to 

the private sector in due course. Development agenci-

es would do very well to consider how other countries 

in Africa could benefi t from national, or even regional, 

exchanges. A lot of papers have been published on the 

topic, but little actual progress has been made.

Development of an Agric Investment 
Pipeline

Th ere is a lot of investor interest in African business, 

from both domestic and international sources of capi-

tal. One of the challenges that equity investors face is 

scanning the market for investable opportunities. In de-

veloped markets, this function is fi lled by fi nancial ad-

visors, who link potential investors with opportunities 

and vice versa. Th is is not the case in most countries in 

Africa, but perhaps could be replicated by the develop-

ment of a continental agriculture investment pipeline. 

Private capital (both local and international) could be 

assisted to make their investment decisions in Africa 

through the establishment of a register of high-potential 

opportunities. Th ese could be selected through criteria 

including quality of management, appetite for invest-

ment and openness to negotiation, business prospects, 

and alignment to the national agricultural strategy.

Successful applicants would have priority access to 

Business Development Services, and the administrators 

would undertake regular brief fi nancial and manage-

ment reviews of the business. Th ese should be collated 

in a database which would allow potential investors 

to easily analyse and identify targets which meet their 

desired profi le. Th is would also serve well for the de-

velopment community in the identifi cation of strong 

private sector counterparts with whom to co-ordinate 

initiatives of mutual benefi t.

Business Development Services for 
both Producers and Processors

It is fair to say that whilst Africa has a pool of entrepre-

neurial farmers and agribusinesses, there are major de-

fi ciencies in management and fi nancial planning skills. 

Naturally this detracts signifi cantly from their credit 

worthiness.

It does not appear that there is a major, well coordinated 

programme to deliver BDS to the agricultural market. 

In the case of producers, some limited BDS are occa-

sionally incorporated as part of agricultural extension 

programmes, but these are usually very shallow and 

delivered by extension offi  cers almost as an adjunct to 

their core interest in farming practice. Often many of 

these extension offi  cers have not been farmers them-

selves, and their ability to transfer intangible expertise 

of this type will be limited.

Eff ective BDS require a sophisticated approach and in-

tensive eff ort, and the involvement of highly intelligent 

and persuasive agents. Th ey need to be concentrated on 

those with the potential and attitude to absorb the be-

nefi t, and to be customised to the local circumstances 

and environment.
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In our experience, a market driven approach can work 

best, allowing the private sector to compete for the pro-

vision of BDS services. Th e pre-qualifi cation of suitable 

service providers with a range of off ers, and catalysing 

the market with the provision of vouchers to BDS can-

didates, to spend on their preferred option is often pre-

ferable to the direct provision of such services.

Capacity Building of Producer/Com-
modity Associations

As already detailed, producer associations are a vital 

component in many value chains, and many are quite 

weak. Th ey can play a vital role in intermediating credit, 

as well as promoting, representing, and supporting their 

constituencies. Commodity associations and/ or other 

processing or exporting groups tend to play more of a 

lobbying and knowledge management role, however, 

they are also important. One of the key areas that we 

feel that agricultural associations of any type can play a 

greater role is in public relations.

In general, agriculture does a poor job of promoting its 

image in the fi nancial sector. Credit is limited, and is 

allocated on the basis of credit strategies developed by 

fi nancial institutions. Th ese credit strategies articulate 

the institution’s appetite for credit, usually by specifying 

portfolio limits for particular sectors and sub-sectors.

Th ere are many competitors for fi nance from the boo-

ming minerals, oil and gas, construction, retail, tou-

rism, and manufacturing industries, most of which have 

well-established lobby groups at both the corporate and 

industry level.  Th ese lobby groups are staff ed with well-

trained professionals who are adept at promoting their 

industry with fi nanciers by collecting and sharing well-

presented and compelling industry and project data and 

analysis.

Th ere seems to be little parallel for the agricultural sec-

tor. Producer and processor groups, where they exist, 

are often under-funded and under-resourced. Th ey do 

not make it easy for fi nanciers to take a more positive 

view of agricultural sub-sectors and to develop plans to 

expand fi nancial services.
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Farmer-based organisation

The Adonten Pineapple Growers and Marketing 
Society was established in 1993, and currently 
has 48 members, of which six are women. The 
members supply the Blue Skies company, which 
is a major exporter of fresh, cut fruit, and also 
the domestic market through local traders.

The farmes have suffered badly in the switch-over 
to the new MD2 variety, with sales dropping from 
900MT in 2 000 to 30MT in 2009. Nevertheless, 
they are adamant that pineapples are by far their 
most profi table crop, though they do use inter-
cropping for some food crops. One of the prin-
cipal reasons for grouping together is to access 
fi nance. Members make a small initial capital 
contribution and payments either on a regular 
basis or when they sell fruit. These savings are 
used to mobilise funds at rates of around 30 % 
over three years from rural banks to help prefi -
nance the crop. The group used to be part-owners 
of Farmapine, a co-perative-owned processing 
plant set up by Technoserve with US$ 1.4m from 
the World Bank. Farmapine has subsequently 
collapsed leaving debts of around GH¢ 8m to the 
local banking sector.    

Figure 3.5: Case Study of Farmer-Based Organisation 
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Financial Literacy 

Embedding fi nancial literacy within agricultural deve-

lopment programmes is vital. Firstly, we need to see an 

uptake in demand from producers for products other 

credit. Th ey need to understand that a relationship 

with a fi nancial institution is more than just a source 

of funds. Specifi cally, savings mobilisation is critical, 

which is not only good sense for the farmer, but also 

deepens the local fi nancial sector. Th ey also need to see 

the benefi t of increasing formalisation of their fi nan-

cial aff airs (correspondingly, the bank will need to be 

capable of meeting this need and also of rewarding re-

sponsible behaviour). Th ere is also a need to reinforce 

basic business skills and ethics, such as simple fi nancial 

planning and the importance of repaying your loan.

Assistance to Commercial Banks 

Some banks will require technical assistance in or-

der to develop a robust agricultural fi nance portfolio. 

Many fi nancial sector players could aff ord this advice, 

but perhaps will look for some contribution from the 

development community where there is a coincidence 

of interest. Sometimes this support can eff ectively be a 

loss leader from the development sector in engaging the 

support of a fi nancial institution in a particular subject. 

It is a matter of principle, however, that where an insti-

tution can aff ord to pay that they make some contribu-

tion to the costs of this technical assistance. Some of the 

areas of most value in our view are:

• credit strategy for agriculture: helping fi nancial insti-

 tutions to develop a portfolio for the agricultural sec-

 tor aligned to their balance sheet strategy, to deter-

 mine attractive sub-sectors and set suitable limits, to

  develop products fi tting both the needs of customers

  and the balance sheet, and articulate a clear credit po-

 licy towards the sector;

• marketing strategy for agriculture; working with 

 fi nancial institutions to develop a cost-eff ective ope-

 rating model and distribution strategy, to set appro-

 priate sales targets and to train and incentivise sales 

 staff ;

• risk management approaches: including portfolio

  management strategies, development of risk rating

  models and credit scoring methodologies, and eff ec-

 tive bad debt management and collection; and

• training: in all of the above making sure that the trai-

 ning is customised for the local environment, applies

  detailed local case studies and involves participants in 

 intensive problem solving group work.

Capacity Building of Rural/Co-opera-
tive Financial Institutions

Rural banks and co-operative fi nancial institutions look 

set to become an integral feature of the rural landscape 

in the future. Th ey are also a welcome feature of a di-

versifi ed fi nancial sector environment. Whilst balance 

sheets are still quite weak, and management and staff  

inexperienced, they are still the ones building the vital 

institutional knowledge of how to develop and deliver 

fi nancial services in rural areas. Th ey must be a critical 

component of any sustainable attempt to deliver agricu-

ltural fi nance to small producers.

Th at said, in general, these institutions need to lift their 

level of professionalism well beyond current levels. Go-

vernance and management is often provided by volun-

teers with little fi nancial services experience. Th ey often 

lack the necessary strategic and fi nancial planning skills 

required to grow what is essentially a large savings and 

credit association into a proper community bank.

Problems are exacerbated by chronic human resources 

issues. It is very diffi  cult for these small and isolated in-

stitutions to retain talented staff . Promotion prospects 

are low, pay is poor, and there is usually little training 

and development. For high-calibre personnel, it is usu-

ally seen as an entry route into commercial banking.

Th is tends to trap institutions in a cycle of low innova-

tion, mediocre fi nancial performance, and weak capi-

talisation.

A programme to deliver tailored technical assistance 

to promising rural banks and co-operative fi nancial 
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institutions would therefore be welcome. Th is would 

need to be fl exible to cover a wide range of technical 

areas, but would initially need to focus on working with 

management around strategy and the management of 

change.

Embedding Financial Analysis in Va-
lue Chain Development

As we say, fi nanciers are inclined to understand value 

chains. Th e basic principles of credit analysis require fi -

nanciers to think strategically about the nature of the 

product, the strength of the supply chain underpinning 

it, and also the market and levels of demand at various 

levels. Th ey are attempting to reach some conclusions 

about the relative rewards attached to a specifi c sub-

sector and the risks which are attached.

In order to encourage access to fi nance, it needs to be 

demonstrated to fi nanciers that, at least at some stage 

along the value chain, there are retained earnings of suf-

fi cient magnitude to justify the risks they would assu-

me. In some cases, it seems to us that some agricultural 

value chains are inherently uncompetitive. In this case, 

consideration of measures to improve access to fi nance 

from the private sector are doomed and should be aban-

doned in favour of initiatives to address to root causes 

of low profi tability, or even to encourage participants to 

exit these value chains in favour of more profi table ones. 

Th e idea that private sector fi nance can be facilitated 

to catalyse an uncompetitive value chain is naïve and 

counter productive. Rather private sector fi nance can 

be used to much more rapidly expand and develop an 

already profi table value chain.

Too often we fi nd that a lot of value chain analysis is 

missing important fi nancial and risk information which 

is particularly relevant to fi nance. Value chain specia-

lists have gone to a great deal of trouble in mapping the 

market participants and the interactions between them 

without getting into the numbers in suffi  cient detail. It 

may be useful to consider a programme to train agri-

cultural value chain development professionals in basic 

fi nancial analysis techniques, and perhaps to provide an 

introduction to the operation of the fi nancial sector so 

they can get a better understanding of the perspective of 

fi nancial institutions.
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4 Summary and Outlook

The outlook for agricultural fi nance in Africa is 

neither certain, nor will it be even remotely con-

sistent across markets. Some markets, notably Kenya 

and Ghana within the context of this study, have a 

well-established lead in economic development, the de-

velopment and implementation of good policy, a nas-

cent agriprocessing sector, and a robust fi nancial sector 

compared with many other countries in Africa. Th is is 

not to mention the good fortune of abundant natural 

resources. It is not diffi  cult to imagine that improved 

access to fi nance will occur organically in these coun-

tries, albeit perhaps not at the rate required to meet the 

ambitious growth targets for agriculture.

Unfortunately, for many reasons which we hope have 

been articulated in this report, agricultural fi nance is 

not a natural »self starter« compared to many other fa-

cets of a growing economy. Th ere are a wide range of 

initiatives which would add value to the promotion of 

agricultural fi nance, and an even great variety of ways 

to structure them.

Insurance, commodity markets, mbanking, warehouse 

receipts, savings-led approaches, asset fi nance and lea-

sing etc are all important, but for the purposes of this 

study we have gone »back to basics«, i.e. the simplest 

ways to mobilise investment and working capital for 

agricultural value chains. Th e suggested approaches are 

also relatively practical and achievable, perhaps compa-

red to ambitious goals such as the creation of a conti-

nental state-backed agricultural risk reinsurance market 

for example. Th ey are also relatively simple, without the 

need to involve complex interactions of stakeholders 

which would be required in the development of a func-

tional PPP market for illustration. Th ey include a mix 

of fi nancing and technical assistance solutions which we 

believe are naturally harmonious and supportive. We 

have limited ourselves to six top recommendations for 

the purposes of promoting a focused discussion.

Connecting Value Chain Develop-
ment and Value Chain Finance

It is imperative that initiatives focused on access to fi -

nance are eff ectively dove-tailed with value chain deve-

lopment measures. Improving the competitiveness and 

underlying profi tability of agricultural value chain par-

ticipants is ultimately a key ingredient. Finance cannot 

and should not be directed towards proposal which will 

not generate the required cash fl ow to meet the needs 

of lenders and investors. Agricultural value chain de-

velopment programme should continue apace, albeit 

with perhaps an even greater focus on identifying those 

measures which improve fi nancial performance most 

eff ectively and rapidly.

Enhancing Access to Working Capi-
tal for Small Producers through 
Support for Buyer/Supplier Finance

Th e reality is that providing long-term investment ca-

pital for small producers is not an attractive propositi-

on for the commercial fi nancial sector at this stage of 

development. However, banks are much more likely to 

be amenable to the prospect of providing working ca-

pital, particularly if they can understand the risks and 

keep the distribution costs down. Th e simplest way to 

achieve this is to provide short-term credit to the clients 

or suppliers of current agribusiness borrowers, to prefi -

nance agricultural production.

In some markets, agribusiness is already prefi nancing 

production in certain areas. Input suppliers are exten-

ding trade credit to buyers, and agriprocessors/ expor-

ters to suppliers. Th is implies that they already have a 

very strong understanding of the credit characteristics 

of a particular customer set.

And in some markets, banks are already building on this 

knowledge by providing or looking to provide their lar-

ger agribusiness customers with buyer or supplier credit 

lines. Th is helps their agribusiness customers release 
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working capital whilst also widening the pool of funds 

available to prefi nance production. It builds on the ex-

pert knowledge and insight of agribusiness, and balance 

sheet and fi nancial management skills of fi nancial in-

stitutions. Default risk could be shared to ensure that 

all parties have a vested interest in maintaining a high 

quality portfolio.

We propose that the development community can build 

on this momentum by providing technical assistance to 

banks looking to explore the product, and potentially 

to provide some partial portfolio guarantees to expand 

credit appetite.

Facilitating Equity Investment in 
Medium-Large Agribusiness

Agribusiness is generally seen by commercial banks in 

Africa as under-capitalised with relatively weak manage-

ment. It is not seen as a relatively attractive prospect for 

further increases in long-term investment lending. In 

every market, business owners are often prone to with-

drawing too much capital from their business, especial-

ly when they have sole management control.

Banks really want to see an improvement in debt/ equi-

ty ratios, and an increase in the professionalism of ma-

nagement and fi nancial control. Th e ideal solution, if it 

can be achieved, is to attract further equity investment 

with an active management approach.

Equity capital markets in Africa are still nascent but 

growing quickly, though rather more focused on sectors 

other than agriculture. Development agencies could 

support growth of agriculture through a variety of tech-

nical assistance measures to support development of ca-

pital markets, promote African agribusiness to local and 

international investors, to support African agribusiness 

with Business Development Services to prepare them 

for investment, or even take a direct equity stake them-

selves. Consideration of the development of a continen-

tal agribusiness equity investment fund should certainly 

be considered.

Equity is special as it often has a leveraging eff ect. By 

improving debt/ equity ratios, access to credit can be 

improved and, through an active management ap-

proach, the fi nancial performance of the company can 

be improved.

Commercial Bank Technical Assis-
tance and Co-fi nanced Agricultural 
Credit

Working with commercial banks to increase their expo-

sure to agricultural fi nance should be considered. Th is 

could comprise of technical assistance and consulting 

services, perhaps in the context of a co-fi nanced agricu-

ltural credit line. If a commercial bank and a develop-

ment fi nance institution can agree on an appropriate 

credit marketing strategy towards a particular segment 

of the agricultural sector, then both parties could agree 

to jointly fi nance a credit line. It is imperative that 

banks, where possible, contribute at least partially to the 

costs of any assistance received. In the more developed 

markets this should rarely prove a problem if the bank 

indeed has any appetite for agricultural lending. If not, 

it is unlikely any such venture would succeed anyway.

Commercial banks are looking for partners in risk, not 

to avoid it entirely. A trusted partner with demonstrable 

expertise in realising profi ts from agricultural fi nance 

should prove enticing. In order to achieve this, develop-

ment agencies should avoid »solutionising« and approa-

ching banks with a standardised model or prejudiced set 

of assumptions about what is to be achieved and how. 

Any initiative must start with a bespoke strategy which 

works for both the bank and the development agency. 

For example, as illustrated above and below, it may be 

most appropriate for commercial banks to partner with 

agribusiness or rural fi nancial institutions (or both) re-

spectively to extend credit to small producers.



Technical Assistance to Rural Fi-
nancial Institutions

If the rest of the world is any guide, rural fi nancial in-

stitutions (e. g. rural banks or credit unions) in Africa 

should become an increasingly key part of the fabric 

of rural life. Th ey are intrinsically sustainable savings-

led institutions which is their key strength. Develop-

ment agencies should avoid pushing them down the 

wrong path by foisting upon them large, long-term di-

rected credit lines which they cannot handle and which 

are likely to disappear as a result of a policy change 

thousands of miles away.

Th ey are the coal face of fi nancial services provision for 

rural communities and nobody understands the market 

better than them. Th ey limit their agricultural lending 

(notably to producers) quite tightly for the time being, 

rightly assuming that they have neither the expertise, 

operating model, liquidity, nor balance sheet to assu-

me major portfolio changes. Th is will change over time, 

however, and we can already see promising signs as they 

get to grips with this segment.

In the interim, they need huge support to improve 

their technical, management, and fi nancial skills. Th e 

IT environment is also usually woeful. A technical as-

sistance programme to develop rural fi nancial institu-

tions would be extremely well received, much more so 

than a credit line. Th is is a long-term play, however, and 

results will only be evident over the longer-term. Th e 

training and career development of staff  is also key, so 

that high quality personnel are not consistently lost to 

commercial banking or other industries.

Deepening Wholesale FI Credit Mar-
kets and Financial Integration

Finally, we believe that the best way to facilitate access 

to long-term credit for rural fi nancial institutions (if 

they feel they need it), is through the local commercial 

banking sector. Development agencies can help com-

mercial banks with technical assistance and perhaps 

some credit enhancement to help them develop port-

folios of rural fi nancial institutions. Commercial banks 

have an interest in developing a sustainable portfolio 

and have the insight and expertise to better assess risks 

in this market.

Th e direction of excess commercial bank liquidity to 

rural fi nancial institutions which have the ambition, ex-

pertise and franchise to expand will help accelerate the 

development and probable consolidation of the sector. 

Technical assistance could extend to working with both 

sides of the transaction to help them realise the benefi ts 

of even closer co-operation, perhaps through strategic 

marketing arrangements, or even equity investment or 

other long-term capital support. Financial institutions 

are not always in competition over every segment and 

sector, and more developed markets show features of 

quite intense collaboration. 

We hope that the suggestions proposed show how a se-

ries of initiatives can support each other, and that the 

needs of a variety of stakeholders can be met in a co-

ordinated approach. Clearly feedback is welcomed and 

we hope that the proposals can be discussed in more 

detail in the future. It remains only to thank the huge 

number of people, who cannot be mentioned for rea-

sons of practicality, for their input to this study. Really, 

it is the distillation of their knowledge and understan-

ding which has been the focus of this study. To some 

extent, the message we got was that, despite the comple-

xity of the problem, sometimes the simplest approaches 

may yield the best results.
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Annex 1: Dashboards for Agricultural Sector

Burkina Faso is an extremely poor and food 
insecure country. It suffers from natural 
competitive disadvantages through scarcity 
of water, transport challenges (i. e. lack of 
coastline), and insect borne infection. The 
country is hugely dependent on its compara-
tive advantage in cotton production, though 
slumps in market prices have even left this 
industry vulnerable.
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Agricultural Sector Dashboard for Burkina Faso
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Burkina Faso´s inability to reduce economic dependence on cotton is a major challenge. The 
country requires major investment to overcome some of the intrinsic challenges to competi-
tiveness such as water scarcity and transport difficulties.

Leadership
The MAHRH has set up policy co-ordination mechanisms but implementation of 
policy still seems to be poor.

There are plenty of strategies and policies in place, but little in the way of tan-
gible implementation plans and performance measurement.

Legislative and
Policy Develop-
ment

The state seems effective in formalising policy, but the process of implementation
is weak and could be affected by the new decentralisation process.

Burkina Faso has a high budget allocation to agriculture, much of which is pro-
vided by development partners, however. 

Budget 
Allocation

Strategy
Development

Macro-Level

Burkina Faso has a wide range of players in the agricultural sector, and has made 
significant progress in embedding a structure for producer organisations. Clearly 
capacity of some of this players is quite weak, however.

Parastatal 
Organisations

There are a large number of parastatal an academic institutions but under-
investment and lack of co-ordination have hampered effectiveness. 

A lot of progress has been made in establishing an effective structure for 
producer organisations, but may still lack financial sustainability.

The Development
Community

As an ultra-poor country, Burkina Faso receives a great deal of donor attention,
some of which is not well co-ordinated, however. 

Aside from cotton, and a number of other small exceptions, agriprocessing is 
basically absent. There are traders, of course, and some small input suppliers, too.

Agribusiness

Producer 
Organisations

Meso-Level

Micro-Level
Agricultural production in Burkina Faso is basically at subsistence levels, and in dire need
of drastic improvements in yields and the development of a culture of modern commercial 
farming. Most farmers do not even have access to animal traction, let alone more modern
agronomic practices.

Producer Viability
Farmers tend to have very small plots of land and are basically subsistence farmers.
There is a small population of farmers with slightly larger landholdings, however.

Access to Inputs
Aside from the cotton sub-sector, access to inputs for Burkina Faso farmers is
very poor indeed.

Water and 
Irrigation

Despite variability in rainfall, Burkina Faso has access to significant water
resources. The potential for expanding of irrigation is a major priority.

Extension services exist but tend to have low levels of uptake in terms of new
technology. The scope of extension services has reduced over time.

Poor performance, largely as a result and consequence of lack of integration
into international markets, and poor value chain structure.

Agricultural Ex-
tension Services

Agricultural 
Standards, Pests
and Disease
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Ethiopia has vast agricultural resources 
constrained by a political consensus that 
effectively represses market-led agricultu-
ral development. Rules are tailored, how-
ever, for major international investors which 
are granted access to large tracts of cheap 
land in return for capital and expertise. 
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The government is certainly demonstrating its commitment to agricultural development through
budget allocations, but effectiveness is undermined by poor implementation. Policy development, 
public sector co-ordination and fiscal responsibility all needed drastic improvement.

Leadership
Ministries do not seem well co-ordinated in Ethiopia and there appear to be com-
peting agendas and contradictory policies in relation to agriculture.

Ethiopia takes agriculture very seriously and has developed comprehensive policies
to address the sector. The path for implementation is not so clearly mapped out. 

Legislative and
Policy Develop-
ment

The political environment is very poor, marked by considerable and violent divisions
between factions. Policy development is put behind rivalry and power struggles.

Ethiopia´s decent budget allocation is let down by poor control of public
finances, exacerbated by the country´s federalised system.

Budget 
Allocation

Strategy
Development

Macro-Level

Ethiopia is strikingly weak at the meso-level, and particular disappointing were the lack 
of producer organisation and the almost complete absence of agribusiness. This is a 
legacy and symptom of the state’s inability to release responsibility to the private sector. 

Parastatal Orga-
nisations

The parastatal sector is undertaking major initiatives to improve, but is crowding 
out the private sector where it would be better placed to deliver in the long run.

Farmer organisation is typically very weak, though the co-operative movement is 
experiencing something of a revival.

The Development
Community

There are a wide range of players but there could be more emphasis on market-
led initiatives. 

Agribusiness in Ethiopia is very weak and private sector development is con-
strained. The government is encouraging large-scale FDI in commercial farming.

Agribusiness

Producer Orga-
nisations

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

The competitiveness of value chains vary from one sub-sector to another, though 
generally farmers in Ethiopia have relatively low productivity.

Producer Viability
Most Ethiopian agricultural production is by small-scale producers, many of which
lack economies of scales as well as the required technical and business skills.

Access to Inputs
Producers use relatively low levels of inputs due to lack of finance, and the ab-
sence of a robust private sector to meet demand. 

Water and Irri-
gation

Ethiopia has recognised the vast potential of its water resources and is beginning
to bring major programmes on line.

There has been a considerable improvement in extension services though uptake
is relatively low.

Performance in this area seems to be weak, but the development of the Ethiopian
Commodity Exchange could lead to improvements for some key value chains.

Agricultural Ex-
tension Services

Agricultural 
Standards, Pests
and Disease
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Ghana has signifi cant natural resources and 
can competitively produce a wide range of 
different products for a relatively small 
country. The agricultural sector has badly 
missed effective leadership, and signifi cant  
improvements to the organisation and deve-
lopment of smallholder farming in particu-
lar are required. 
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The major concern is the lack of a clear inter-ministerial co-ordination structure, and a 
framework of public-private dialogue.

Leadership
The Ministry of Food and Agriculture is leading agricultural development but there is
no clear framework for inter-ministerial co-operation and private sector engagement.

The revised strategy (2007) makes little reference to the involvement of other
government stakeholders and is missing a strong monitoring and control framework.

Legislative and
Policy Develop-
ment

A generally orderly political system let down by the delays in the passage of
vital legislation.

Much improved budget allocation towards CAADP levels though expenditure
appears to have been less effective than hoped for. 

Budget 
Allocation

Strategy
Development

Macro-Level

Ghana is weak at this level, with a particularly notoceable deficiency in farmer organisation
in many subsectors (excluding cocoa).

Parastatal 
Organisations

There are a large number of parastatal an academic institutions but underinvest-
ment and lack of co-ordination has hampered effectiveness. 

Farmer-based organisations are recovering after years of systemic abuse, but 
there is a distinct lack of national structures to support development.

The Development
Community

Ghana is well served by the development community, however, there are
improvements needed in co-ordination between each other and government. 

Agribusiness is generally weak, and characterised by low capitalisation and a 
lack of professional and technical management skills.

Agribusiness

Producer 
Organisations

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

The competitiveness of value chains vary from one sub-sector to another, though generally 
farmers in Ghana have relatively low productivity.

Producer Viability
Most Ghanaian agricultural production is by small-scale producers, many of which
lack economies of scale as well as the required technical and business skills.

Access to Inputs
Producers use relatively low levels of inputs due to lack of finance and expertise.
The input supply industry lacks scale.

Water and 
Irrigation

There is very little irrigation in Ghana, despite the availability of large, secure 
water sources. Public management of irrigation has been poor.

There is a comparatively wide range of extension services available for farmers 
but these are highly variable in terms of depth and scope.

Better processes and infrastructure are required to make sure that Ghana remains
competitive in this area.

Agricultural Ex-
tension Services

Agricultural 
Standards, Pests
and Disease
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Kenya is potentially a high productive coun-
try and has some examples of much im-
proved agricultural practice and commercial 
farming. It has failed to invest effecively re-
lative to international competition, however,  
and to improve the competitiveness and 
depth of some key agricultural sub-sector 
value chains.
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There appears to be concerted effort to establish more effective leadership, especially 
through development of the ASDS and related governance structures.

Leadership
The Ministry of Agriculture establishing mechanism for cross-ministerial co-
operation but this yet to be tested in implementation.

Development of the ASDS which lays out clear direction for pro-growth agricul-
tural strategy but specifics of implementation jet to be realised. 

Legislative and
Policy Develop-
ment

Regular and consistent passage of legislative acts and amendments specific to
agricultural development.

Poor record for budget allocation to agriculture, both in terms of level and 
stability, and Kenya still has some way to go to meet its stated objectives.  

Budget 
Allocation

Strategy
Development

Macro-Level

Kenya has a wide range of players at the meso-level, though many have been under-
invested in terms of both money and expertise, and are not working effectively.

Parastatal 
Organisations

There are a large number of parastatal an academic institutions but under-
investment and lack of co-ordination has hampered effectiveness. 

The co-operative movement is recovering from scandal and there are an 
increasing number of producer associations.

The Development
Community

Kenya is well served by the development community, however, improvements 
are needed in co-ordination between each other and government. 

Agribusiness is generally weak, and characterised by low capitalisation and a 
lack of professional and technical management skills.

Agribusiness

Producer 
Organisations

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

The competitiveness of value chains vary from one sub-sector to another, though generally 
farmers in Kenya have relatively low productivity.

Producer Viability
Most Kenyan agricultural production is by small-scale producers, many of which
lack economies of scale as well as the required technical and business skills.

Access to Inputs
Producers use relatively low levels of inputs due to lack of finance and expertise.
The input supply industry lacks competitiveness.

Water and 
Irrigation

Many areas in Kenya are now becoming water scarce, though the country has the
raw potential to be much better served given the right infrastructure.

There is comparatively wide range of extension services available for farmers 
but these are highly variable in terms of depth and scope.

Better processes and infrastructure are required to make sure that Kenya 
remains competitive in this area.

Agricultural Ex-
tension Services

Agricultural 
Standards, Pests
and Disease
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Annex 2: Dashboards for Financial Sector

Burkina Faso´s fi nancial sector has now 
been liberalised and is home to a small 
private sector, commercial banking system. 
Access to fi nancial services for most parts 
of the economy is very low. It is, however, 
part of the wider WAEMU fi nancial market, 
which supports Burkina Faso with a robust 
central bank, access to foreign capital, and 
a rapidly improving fi nancial market infra-
structure.
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Macro-Level

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

Market 
Liberalisataion

The reforms of the mid-1990s and Burkina Faso´s membership of WAEMU mean
the market is now much more liberalised.

The BCEAO is well-respected with a forward-looking approach but is naturally 
worried about some of the rapid balance sheet expansion in the sector.

Regulation and
Supervision

Financial Sector 
Infrastructure

Burkina Faso shares a reasonably sophisticated payments and settlements 
system, though the credit reference infrastructure does not function well.

Regionally, there is much to be positive about, but economic development in 
Burkina Faso is so low as not be a high priority for financial institutions.

Product and Mar-
ket Development

There is very little engagement with agriculture by the financial sector,
especially since the withdrawal from cotton lending following the crisis.

Interest rates are generally high, a function of inflation, but exacerbated by
VAT on interest charges on loans.

Interest Rates

Scope, Depth and 
Integration of
Market

Burkina Faso has access to a reasonably deep pool of regional talent, and also
has a local financial sector training academy.

Financial Sector
Operating Model

Lack of depth in commercial banking, and outreach by other financial institutions,
means the key ingredients are missing.

The basic enablers are in place, and innovation will occur as market conditions
and demand improve.

Technology

Financial Sector 
Expertise and
Culture

Commercial 
Banks

Commercial banking in Burkina Faso is very shallow, and penetration of financial
services exceptionally low.

Have developed a reasonable network but are institutionally weak with very 
small balance sheets.

Development 
Finance 

Extremely weak. No real sovereign development finance capacity at all since the
insolvent national development bank was wound up.

Burkina Faso has a small MFI sector which seems to be operating more-or-less
successfully, though with extremely limited exposure to agriculture. 

MFIs

SACCOs

Virtually absent.

Insurance
Some development in the life and non-life sectors but no agricultural insurance
currently.

There are many active development players, but very little involvement with the
financial sector and credit enhancement is extremely limited.

Development
Agencies

Venture Capital 
and Private
Equity

Annex
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Ethiopia´s fi nancial system is currently not
fi t for purpose in supporting market-led 
development of any kind, but particularly  
agriculture. It is characterised by excessive 
state intervention which distorts markets 
and discourages competition. The exception 
is the Ethiopian´s Commodities Exchange, 
and also the government´s drive to encou-
rage large-scale FDI in the sector.
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Macro-Level

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

Market 
Liberalisataion

Ethiopia is a closed market dominated by stated-owned institutions and denied
access to foreign capital or even credit lines.

NBE has significant deficiencies in its approach to financial sector policy, its 
human resources, and its organisational culture.

Regulation and
Supervision

Financial Sector 
Infrastructure

Major market deficiencies, though NBE is trying to address these (e.g. intro-
duction of modern payments and settlements system).

No real interbank wholesale market and very low levels of integration between
institutions.

Product and Mar-
ket Development

Product development currently sleepy but the implementation of the Ethiopia
Commodities Exchange is a real innovation.

Rates are feasible for borrowers but negative real interest rates mean that
savings are low.

Interest Rates

Scope, Depth and 
Integration of
Market

Little tradition of commercial banking means skills and experience are very low.

Financial Sector
Operating Model

A lack of coverage by financial institutions combined with a lack of integration
means the required fundamentals are missing.

Adoption of technology is currently low, though technology could prove to be the 
key factor in driving the sector forward.

Technology

Financial Sector 
Expertise and
Culture

Commercial 
Banks

The banking sector is dominated by state-owned institutions and current credit
caps make the private sector uncompetitive.

The SACCO sector in Ethiopia is weak, with no real apex structure to promote 
development.

Development 
Bank of Ethiopia

A very weak institution characterised by poor performance.

Ethiopia is home to some of the world´s largest MFIs, however, these are largely
state-owned institutions.

MFIs

SACCOs

In a very nascent state but the Ethiopian government is encouraging direct 
investment, especially in export-led agriculture.

Insurance
The insurance sector is in an embryonic state, though shows great potential
for future development.

Aside from a major World Bank programme, there is not too much financial
sector activity, and NBE restrictions are in place.

Development
Agencies

Venture Capital 
and Private
Equity
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Annex

Ghana has a relatively advanced fi nancial
sector, with well developed capital and 
debt markets, and a strong central bank.
Macroeconomic factors mean interest 
rates are exceptionally high. Agricultural
lending is a very small component of the 
market, though outreach to rural areas is 
through the rural banks. There are also 
active insurance and leasing companies.

$ 265 $ 7.51

Average
commercial
bank assets
per capita

Average
agricultural
assets per

capita

Average 
three-

month inter-
bank rate

Financial Sector Dashboard for Ghana

24.5 %
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Macro-Level

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

Market 
Liberalisataion

Ghana is a highly liberalised market with market forces at work in the allocation
and pricing of credit.

The Bank of Ghana is a well-respected institution with forward looking plans to
develop the sector.

Regulation and
Supervision

Financial Sector 
Infrastructure

There are some particular weaknesses, but these have been identified by the 
Bank of Ghana and plans are in progress to address these gaps.

As a sector, the market is deep and liquid, however, this is concentrated in the 
hands of a relatively small number of major players.

Product and Mar-
ket Development

In relation to agricultural finance, the sector is very wary of expansion, especially
considering the competition for finance from other sectors.

Ghana has very high interest rates, largely attributable to a high base rate and
also relatively wide net interest margins.

Interest Rates

Scope, Depth and 
Integration of
Market

Generally well regarded, there are particular gaps in skills among Ghanaian
financiers in relation to agriculture and SME banking in particular.

Financial Sector
Operating Model

Much of the infrastructure required to reach the producer market in a cost-
effective way is in place, but needs joining up in a concerted manner.

Enthusiastic adopters of new technology, Ghanaian bankers have ambitious 
plans to revolutionise their sector through the application of technology. 

Technology

Financial Sector 
Expertise and
Culture

Commercial 
Banks

The sector is recognised as one of the most advanced in Africa, though exposure
to agriculture is very limited.

Have a great outreach and are becoming a feature of the rural economy, but 
most lack balance sheet and management strength.

Agricultural De-
velopment Bank

A decent, state-owned commercial bank expressing a desire to strategically
rebuild its agriculture portfolio after largely exiting the sector in past years.

The MFI sector is generally booming but it is not anticipated that this will have
a transformative impact on agriculture.

MFIs

Rural Banks

In very nascent state but shows great potential for future development, assuming
more stability in the exchange rate in particular.

Insurance
The insurance sector is well-established, professional and innovative. We are 
not aware of any specific initiatives to develop agricultural insurance.

There are many active development players in the financial sector but some
activities do not seem to be well-coordinated.

Development
Agencies

Venture Capital 
and Private
Equity
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Kenya has one of the most advanced fi nan-
cial systems in Africa, with well-developed 
capital and debts markets. However agricul-
tural lending is a very small component of 
the market, and access to fi nance for mar-
ket participants is very diffi cult. Outreach 
is much better than in some markets with 
a wide network of SACCOs and innovative 
mobile banking models.

$ 7.63 4.81 % 

Average
commercial
bank assets
per capita

Average
agricultural
assets per

capita

Average 
three-

month inter-
bank rate

Financial Sector Dashboard for Kenya

0.16$ 248

Bank
accounts
per capita
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Macro-Level

Meso-Level

Micro-Level

Market 
Liberalisataion

Kenya is a highly liberalised market with market forces at work in the allocation
and pricing of credit.

The CBK is well-respected with a forward-looking approach but is naturally 
worried about some of the rapid balance sheet expansion in the sector.

Regulation and
Supervision

Financial Sector 
Infrastructure

There are some particular weaknesses, but these have been identified by the 
CBK and plans are in progress to address these gaps.

As a sector, the market is deep and liquid, however, this is concentrated in the 
hands of a relatively small number of major players.

Product and Mar-
ket Development

In relation to agricultural finance, the sector is very wary of expansion, especially
considering the competition for finance from other sectors.

Interest rates for agricultural finance tend to be high, but the sector overall is 
relatively competitive and liquid.

Interest Rates

Scope, Depth and 
Integration of
Market

Generally well regarded, there are particular gaps in skills among Kenyan
financiers in relation to agriculture and SME banking in particular.

Financial Sector
Operating Model

Much of the infrastructure required to reach the producer market in a cost-
effective way is in place, but needs joining up in a concerted manner.

Enthusiastic adopters of new technology, Kenyan bankers lead the way in some 
areas. It is not currently optimised for the needs of agriculture, however.

Technology

Financial Sector 
Expertise and
Culture

Commercial 
Banks

The sector is recognised as one of the most advanced in Africa, though exposure
to agriculture is very limited.

Have a great outreach and are becoming a feature of the rural economy, but 
most lack balance sheet and management strength.

Agricultural 
Finance 
Corporation

Previously a state-owned financier of the sector which has been allowed to
slip into a very poor state.

The MFI sector is generally booming but it is not anticipated that this will have
a transformative impact on agriculture.

MFIs

SACCOs

In very nascent state but shows great potential for future development, assuming
an increase in investable opportunities.

Insurance
The insurance sector is well-established, professional and innovative. Market
and product development tend to be hampered by a lack of depth in reinsurance.

There are many active development players in the financial sector but some
activities do not seem to be well-coordinated.

Development
Agencies

Venture Capital 
and Private
Equity
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Annex 3: Value Chain Analysis of Agricultural Sub-sectors
   Studied

� Relatively easy to grow with quick
  turnaround
� Robust domestic demand

Cassava is grown and processed locally by small groups for domestic consumption. The industry is 
effectively a cottage one, and there is little engagement with the fi nancial sector. Producers and 
processors may be a target for specialist microfi nance NGOs, however, oriented towards livelihood 
development.

� No real structure to the value   
 chain
� Producers use poor agronomic 
 practices
� Processors are generally small, infor-
 mal operations
� Domestic production inferior to regio-
 nal competitionMANIOC

� Burkina Faso sub-Saharan 
 Africa’s largest producer
� A major export commodity 
� Established producer 
 organisations
� Established agri-processing 
 industry with three major cotton 
 ginneries
� Industry able to raise large amounts
  of fi nance on international markets

The cotton industry is a major feature of the Burkinabe economic environment. It is dominated by 
a small number of processors granted a government monopoly on local cotton. Ordinarily, these 
ginneries were able to raise signifi cant funds on both local and international markets for the pre-
fi nancing of cotton production, which could be distributed through a well-structured network of 
Cotton Producer Groups to underpin input supply purchases for members. Since the collapse in the 
cotton price, the ginneries and many of the CPGs have been thrown into fi nancial crisis which has 
seized the fl ow of credit for the time being. An injection of development funds is hoped to ease 
this situation in due course.

� Poor rainfall a major risk 
� Producer organisations and ginneries
  heavily indebted following cotton
  crisis
� Access to fi nance regulated by produ-
 cers union
� Producer competitiveness still low 
 due to poor agronomics and infra-
 structure

COTTON

Burkina Faso: Manioc and Cotton
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� Ethiopian Arabic coffee renowned for
  quality and pedigree
� A major player in global export 
 markets
� Traded on Ethiopian Commodity 
 Exchange

Ethiopia is a major coffee exporter, and dominates the trade in the Arabic variety. The importance 
of the trade to the government as a generator of scarce foreign currency makes it a high priority 
in planning. It is also a major source of livelihood for very many Ethiopians. Most coffee producers 
are small-holders, but there are also some large plantations. Agribusiness generally consists of 
international trading enterprises, operating through the Ethiopian Commodity Exchange, which has 
had signifi cant impact on improving the stability of prices and the consistency of product. There 
is some small local roasting, grinding and packaging capacity but this is very limited. The limited 
fi nance available is short-term credit for exporters.

� Potential for value addition is not huge

� Ethiopia a major international 
 producer and exporter
� Sesame has quick turn-around
  and relatively pest and disease 
 resistant
� Large areas of vacant land suit-
 able for sesame production
� Nascent processing industry

Sesame is an oilseed plant which can be harvested annually. It is well suited to large parts of 
Ethiopia and is relatively hardy. Ethiopia is now a major producer and exporter, but does very little 
processing which is dominated by overseas processors. The supply chain for sesame is poor, with 
contaminated and spoiled product destroying value. Movement of the trade to the ECX could impro-
ve this situation. Again, the limited fi nance available is concentrated on exporters. The trade is of 
signifi cant importance to the Ethiopian government in its drive to raise foreign currency.

� Impurities (by poor handling and de-
 ception) a major destroyer of value
� Lower levels of value chain chaotic
  and disorganised
� Strong competition in processing 
 industry and high capital costs

Ethiopia: Sesame and Coff ee

COFFEE

SESAME
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� Relatively swift production cycle
  and return on investment
� A nascent domestic processing and
 export business
� Sub-sector includes some major
  commercial farmers, some of which
  operate out-grower schemes
� Growing domestic/regional market for
  processed fruit
� Some rural banks already actively 
 fi nancing pineapple producer groups
Pineapple is a quick turn-around crop, with a ready international market and processing opportuni-
ties for local and regional markets. There are some signifi cant players in the agriprocessing sector 
which play a signifi cant role in providing structure to the value chain. Even small producers seem 
to be able to make an economic return on pineapple, and established producer’s associations are 
accessing seasonal credit regularly, though the high interest rates are a burden.

PINEAPPLE

� Ghana is a producer and export 
 hub for cashews with 4% of 
 global production and 10% of 
 exports
� Some major international processors
 (e. g. Braxil) interested in Ghanaian
  operations as competitiveness im-
 proves

Cashew seems to struggle in a highly competitive international market, and there is little local 
demand. Most processing is done overseas, and requires signifi cant capital investment and econo-
mies of scale. Ghana has had some success in establishing itself as the regional hub for cashew 
export. As a tree crop, cashew has a relatively slow pay-back period which hampers investment in 
replantation. There is little fi nancing of cashew in Ghana as far as we could ascertain.

� Almost no domestic cashew proces-
 sing and global competitors have a
  major lead
� Domestic demand is quite low 
 

CASHEW

� Well structured value chain 
 headed by state-owned 
 marketing monopoly
� Able to raise large amounts 
 of short-term fi nance on inter-
 national markets
� Establishment of some major 
 local processing operations 
 and potential for continued expansion
� Involvement of some signifi cant agri-
 trading enterprise at buyer level

Cocoa is a strategic tree crop in Ghana, which is the world’s number 2 exporter. The industry is 
dominated by the state-owned marketing monopoly, Cocobod, Through Cocobod, Ghanaian cocoa 
raises over a USD 1bn per year in short-term fi nance on international markets. It distributes some 
of this fi nance through a extensive network of private sector buyers, who extend seasonal credit 
and provide a signifi cant degree of organisation to the value chain. Cocobod also heavily subsidises 
long-term investment into the industry, specifi cally through replantation, and also has strategic 
arrangements with processors which has resulted in a signifi cant local processing capacity.

� Slow to become economically produc-
 tive
� Substantial replantation required to
  improve productivity
� Parastatal structure can be prone to
  under-funding and ineffi ciency
� Potential for regional competitors to
  steal market share through lead in
  certifi cation and standards 

� International markets dominated 
 by few highly competitive producers
� Low levels of producer organisation
� Lack of industry level market aware 
 ness and planning  
 

COCOA

Ghana: Pineapple, Cashew, and Cocoa
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� Strong domestic demand and potential
  for regional markets
� Well established producer 
 organisations 
� Well established private sector 
 and co-operative processors
� Year round cash fl ow
� Signifi cant improvements in producer
 competitivenessdue to improved tech
 nology and herd quality

The dairy sector is relatively well organised with a strong domestic processing presence, domina-
ted by the cooperative sector. Competitive dairy requires signifi cant capital investment, but allows 
producers to signifi cantly leverage profi tability of a relatively small plot of land. The processors 
tend have quite good control over the supply chain, and a ready and stable off-take market in 
terms of local supermarkets and groceries. As a result, fi nanciers are more interested in opportu-
nities in the dairy sub-sector, to the extent of looking at potential products for producers.

� Relatively capital intensive
� Many producers quite small
� Correlated risks to herds through
  disease

� Strong domestic demand and 
 potential for international 
 markets

The mango sub-sector is characterised by a large number of small scale producers producing low-
quality mangos for domestic consumption. There is limited processing, export, and value addition 
in the value chain. Indeed, waste in the mango value chain is relatively high with much of the crop 
spoiling before it reaches consumers. Another problem typical with tree fruit crops is the relatively 
long payback period required before an economic crop is produced. There was little fi nance orien-
ted towards the mango sub-sector.

� Poor quality local production un-
 suitable for export or juicing
� Slow return on investment for re-
 planting
� Agriprocessing relatively weak
� Exposed to strong international 
 competition
� Poor logistics and post-harvest hand- 
 ling

Kenya: Dairy and Mango

DAIRY

MANGO
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Annex 4: Value Chain Maps for Sub-sectors Studied

Cotton in Burkina Faso 

INTERNATIONAL BUYERS

Major commodities brokers 
and cocoa processors

COMMERCIAL BANKS

Provide short-term, syndica- 
ted facilities to prefinance
production

CPG credits repaid from
proceeds of cotton sales

GINNERS

Regional monopolies
awarded to three local
ginneries

Partly owned by UNPCB

Prefinance production
through syndicated bor-
rowing on local and inter-
national markets 

UNPCB

The national level producer
group

Helps assess credits re-
quests and distribute inputs

INPUTS

Seed, fertiliser and herbi-
cides/pesticides

Typically some animal 
traction provided communally
by the CPG

CPG also provides some basic
transport and storage facilities

COTTON PRODUCER GROUPS

Organised at local and 
regional level

Put forward credit requests
for inputs at the start of the
season

Provide a group guarantee
for individual lending

Need to recapitalise or
restructure cotton ginneries
following financial crisis.
Previous bank consortium no
longer willing to prefinance
production en masse.

Could IFIs consider underwriting
a certain proportion of the finance?
Perhaps under the IFCs export 
finnace guarantee scheme or 
something similar?

Since the cotton crisis,
this system has effectively
broken down. Ginners do
not have the credit to pre-
finance production, though
are encouraging some buyer
finance to producers from
input suppliers.

!
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Cassava/Manioc in Burkina Faso 

CONSUMERS

Include households as well
as restaurants and canteens.

MFIs

Some MFIs provide small
amounts of credit to small
cassava processors.

PROCESSORS

Individuals or small groups
which process casava on in-
formal basis

Various pieces of machinery
required cost up to several
thousand dollars

REGIONAL PRODUCERS

Able to dominate market at
certain times of the year

Tend to produce preffered
varieties for consumers

INPUTS

Establishment costs include
seedlings (improved varieties)
and fencing (protection from
livestock).

Water is a major determinant
of yield and irrigation a great
benfit.

PRODUCERS

Usually contract out labour
and animal traction for
planting

Can gross about XOF2m per
ha (about US$ 4000) though
costs are unclear and net 
income undetermined.

Consider credit guarantee
scheme to promote risk
appetite for equipment
purchases for processors.

Consider credit guarantee
scheme to promote risk
appetite for input suplies
for producers.
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Coff ee in Ethiopia 

LOCAL PROCESSORS

Local processing very small

Most households grind own
coffee

Businesses struggle to break
into export markets 

ETHIOPIAN COMMODITY
EXCHANGE

All export coffee must pass
through ECX and increasingly
the market for local coffee 
too.

Attempting to develop ware-
house receipts system

EXPORTERS

Vast majority of coffee 
destined for export

Private sector market but
subject to intense govern-
ment intervention

Co-operatives buy member
produce and also provide
limited input supply

Many are in poor financial
shape following coffee crisis

Larger coffee unions now
being formed

SMALL COFFEE PRODUCERS

Mix of production approaches,
typified by low cash costs 
and high inputs of labour

Typically source short-term
credit from MFIs and local
moneylenders

INPUT SUPPLIERS

Typical input supply is low
but some fertiliser used

Casual labour is major ex-
pense

Lack of suppliers of new
and improved varieties

Increasing number of larger
producers

Government willing to open 
up land for expansion

Potential for expansion of
outgrower schemes

Need access to international
trade finance lines.

PRIVATE TRADERS

Buy produce at farm gate,
bulk it, transport it and sell
on at a considerable mark-
up

Several different levels of
aggregation and poor control
of supply lines

Need major capital investment to expand
production and move into export markets.
Also seasonal working capital is in short supply.

CO-OPERATIVES

LARGE COFFEE PRODUCERS

Assist in developing and rolling
out warehouse receipts and other
financial products collateralised
by commodities.

Potential for developing working
capital and supplier finance
facilities for both traders and
co-operatives. Capital invest-
ment in logistics infrastructure
required.

Assist larger producers with
capital investment for expansion,
particularly into outgrower
schemes. Also working capital
requirements. 

Potential to support input suppliers
(notably nurseries) with long-term
and working capital
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Sesame in Ethiopia 

LOCAL PROCESSORS

Local processing very small

Most established by foreign
investors

Export finished product to
Middle East and Europe 

ETHIOPIAN COMMODITY
EXCHANGE

In the future, sesame must 
pass through ECX.

Attempting to develop ware-
house receipts system

EXPORTERS

Vast majority of sesame 
destined for export

Private sector market but
subject to intense govern-
ment intervention

Co-operatives buy member
produce and also provide
limited input supply

Rarely add value in terms
of cleaning or processing

SMALL SESAME PRODUCERS

Mix of production approaches,
typified by low cash costs 
and high inputs of labour

Typically source short-term
credit from MFIs and local
moneylenders

INPUT SUPPLIERS

Typical input supply is low
but some fertiliser used

Casual labour is major ex-
pense

Lack of suppliers of new
and improved seed varieties

Increasing number of larger
producers

Government willing to open 
up land for expansion

Potential for expansion of
outgrower schemes

Need access to international
trade finance lines.

PRIVATE TRADERS

Buy produce at farm gate,
bulk it, transport it and sell
on at a considerable mark-
up

Several different levels of
aggregation and poor control
of supply lines

Need major capital investment to expand
production and continue expansion. Also 
seasonal working capital is in short supply.

CO-OPERATIVES

LARGE SESAME PRODUCERS

Assist in developing and rolling
out warehouse receipts and other
financial products collateralised
by commodities.

Potential for developing working
capital and supplier finance
facilities for both traders and
co-operatives. Capital invest-
ment in logistics infrastructure
required.

Assist larger producers with
capital investment for expansion,
particularly into outgrower
schemes. Also working capital
requirements. 

Potential to support input suppliers
(notably seed producers) with long-
term and working capital
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REGIONAL PRODUCERS

Ghana acts as a hub for re-
gional cashew production.

The African Cashew Alliance
is leading initiatives to im-
prove international competi-
tiveness.

EXPORTERS

Export of local production
meets nearly 4 % of global
demand.

Ghanaian exporters consoli-
date regional production.

INPUTS

Seed, fertiliser, pesticides
and herbicides

Weeding and spraying ser-
vices and labour

Labour for picking

SMALL CASHEW
PRODUCERS

Plantation takes 2-3 years 
to produce economic yield.

Can be easily intercropped.

Average farm size 1-2ha

Average yields around 
400kg/ha but varies enor-
mously.

There are quite a number of
programmes to assist 
farmers.

Most notable is the Cashew 
Development Project which
we understand is ending this
year.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Buy produce at farm gate,
bulk it, transform it and sell
on at a considerable mark-
up

Take on risks, associated 
with storage, transport and
related finance

Very limited local market for 
cashews

No local processors of any 
scale

LOCAL PROCESSORS
There is virtually no engage-
ment of the formal financial 
sector until we reach this level
of the VC. At this stage, some
of the players will have estab-
lished trade finance relation-
ships with commercial banks.

Cashew producers need long-
term capital to invest in replan-
tation, but this is difficult to
finance commercially.

MIDDLEMEN

Perhaps there are opportunities
to expand supplier finance to
producers, but the lack of major
processing players tends to 
prevent this. Cashew processing
is an international business and
major capital investment is re-
quired to reach the rquired com-
petitiveness. 

Cashew in Ghana
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Cocoa in Ghana

INTERNATIONAL BUYERS

Major commodities brokers 
and cocoa processors

INTERNATIONAL BANKS

Provide short-term, syndica- 
ted Letter of Credit facilities
of more than US$ 1bn.

COCOBOD

The national cocoa monopoly
has an exclusive franchise
for the international and
domestic marketing of cocoa.

Provides much of the leader-
ship and technical support
to the industry.

PROCESSORS

A number of international and
domestic processors have
established operations with
the support of COCOBOD.

LICENSED
BUYING COMPANIES

Buy produce at farm gate at
agreed price, bulk it, trans-
port it and sell on at an
agreed mark-up to COCOBOD.

Extend finance, inputs and
technical services to 
growers. 

INPUTS

Seed, root stock, fertiliser
and pesticides

Power saws and spray 
pumps are often provided by
local services providers.

COCOA GROWERS

Generally small farmers
with less than 2ha

Need to replant as old 
plantations become less
productive

Long paypback period for
development

There are quite a number of
programmes to assist 
farmers.

COCOBOD is the major player
in providing extension 
services.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Support to mechanisms for
supplier finance for LBCS
to extend to FBOs and other
producers.
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INTERNATIONAL BUYERS

Large supermarkets and
wholesalers buy both whole
pineapple as well as fruit
segments processed in 
Ghana and air-freighted to 
Europe.

A good and growing maket 
for domestically produced 
pineapple juice

EXPORTERS

Concentrate on bulking and
exporting large volumes of
unprocessed pineapple

Includes some large commer-
cial farms

PROCESSORS

There are a range of diffe-
rent operators in the pro-
cessing sphere including
micro-, small- and medium-
size businesses.

These range from small 
“mom and pop groceries“ to
large national and even inter-
national chains.

INPUTS

Suckers cost around GH¢ 400
per acre.

Plastic mulch covers for MD2
variety around GH¢ 400 per 
acre.

Fertiliser around GH¢ 250 per 
acre.

Other costs around GH¢ 1 500

SMALL PINEAPPLE
PRODUCERS

Many exited market when 
bottom fell out.

Remainder, mainly small
farmers (1-5 acres) largely
switched to MD2.

Some remaining production
of other varieties.

There are quite a number of
programmes to assist 
farmers.

These include programmes to
enhance production, catalyse
organisation, and develop
management and business 
skills.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

DOMESTIC CONSUMERS

RETAILERS

Farmers sometimes organi-
zed into FBOs but often not

Major buyers will often deal
directly with individual far-
mers and send their own 
specialist pickers for export
harvesting.

Often in the guise of “market
ladies“

Take on risks associated with
storage, transport and related
finance

MIDDLEMENFARMER-BASED
ORGANISATIONSSupport to mechanisms for

supplier finance for medium-
sized processors to extend
to FBOs and other producers.

Guarantee scheme for buyer
finance from input suppliers
to prefinance production.

Pineapple in Ghana
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EXPORTERS

There are some attempts
at domestic processing.
These range from small
fruit drying enterprises to
major juice processors 
(e. g. see Kevian).

MIDDLEMEN

PROCESSORS

These range from small
“mom and pop“ groceries
to large national and even
international chains. 

LOGISTICS

RETAILERS

Local juice market 
dominated by frozen 
concentrate

Costs of imported 
produce very com-
petitive

IMPORTERS

DOMESTIC CONSUMERS

Local juice market 
dominated by frozen 
concentrate

Not avid consumers of
mango juice

Preferences moving to-
wards exotic varieties

Very poor storage and 
transport infrastructure
means high costs and
wastage.

Buy produce at farm gate,
bulk it, and sell it on at 
a considerable mark-up

Take on risks associated
with storage, transport 
and related finance

INPUTS

Mostly grow local varie-
ties (70 % of production)
which are stringy and not
attractive to consumers.

There is little on-farm
value addition.

PROCESSORS

There are quite a number
of programmes to assist
farmers.

These include programmes
to enhance production, 
catalyse organisation, and
develop management and
business skills.

RETAILERS

Seed, root stock, ferti-
liser and pesticides

Power saws and spray 
pumps are often pro-
vided by local service
providers.

Packaging and handling
at farm level (boxes)

There is virtually no en-
gagement of the formal
financial sector until we
reach this level of the 
value chain. At this stage, 
some of the players will 
have established relation-
ships with commercial 
banks.

Processors need capital
and a mix of equity and
debt should be conside-
red to improve financial
structure.

Consider encouraging in-
creased equity and/or
debt finance for ancillary
businesses to improve
competitiveness of value
chains.

Poor quality mangos and post-harvest handling 
means the crop is of very low value. Up to 50 %
is wasted, which is not helped by poor transport.

Only 1.2 % of Kenyan mangos
are exported. International
competition is fierce with
international trade domi-
nated by Mexico, India, 
Brazil, Pakistan and the 
Philippines.

Perhaps opportunities to 
work with established large
traders and/or processors
to use supplier finance to
prefinance input purchase. 

Mango in Kenya 
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Dairy in Kenia 

INPUTS

Capital items like ZGUs, bio-
gas units, coolers

Genetically superior livestock
and AIS

Stock feed and feed activities

Veterinary services

DAIRY FARMERS

Typically 3-5 cows

Farmers usually members
of local dairy co-operative

Sometimes unproductive due
to poor yields

There are quite a number of
programmes to assist 
farmers.

They include programmes to
enhance production, catalyse
organisation, and develop
management and business 
skills.

CAPACITY BUILDING AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Run collection centres for 
milk production

Process, package and trans-
port finished product

Some have well recognised
national brands.

Producers are often members 
of co-operative banks, and some-
times receive trade credit from
their co-operative. Potential to
increase working capital through
supplier finance for things like
feedstock or AIS. Also potential
for co-operatives to engage in
small-scale capital financing for
items like ZGUs or biogas units. 

DAIRY COOPERATIVES/
PROCESSORS

Larger co-operatives and proces-
sors banked by commercial banks
— especially Co-operative Bank of
Kenya for co-operatives. 
Opportunities to provide longer-
term credit to better capitalised 
entities. More potential for securing
supply chains through use of 
supplier finance. Perhaps oppor-
tunities for invoice discounting/
factoring for sales to improve 
cash flow.

RETAILERS
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